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West Tenn. NHA Meeting Held At Mt. Pisgah

if

NHA OFFICERS attending
the recent West Tennessee His.
trict N e w Homemakers of
America meeting at the Mt.
Pisgah High school pose between sessions. Seated left to
Igor

right are: Martha Enoch, of
Dyersburg, v ice president;
Gertrude Anderson, president
of the host chapter at Mt. Pisgah; Lucille Bolden and Gerline Bell, of Douglass high,

40'A...is
t*.t.
song leader. Standing, same
order: Warlene Jones, of Millington, historian; Margaret
Tharpe, of Paris, assistant secretary; Daisy Nolen, of McKenzie; Patrick Walker, Pa-

tricia Bond, of Lexington, reporter; Joan Bell, of Paris,
former national vice president, now majoring in speech
drama at Tennessee State uniiersity. (Reese Photos.)

SOME 600 young ladies from
28 chapters participated in the

district meeting. Here they are
seen doing a song session in

the beautiful auditorium and
gymnasium of the Mt. Pisgah

High school, located in Cot.
do% a, Tenn.

•

" "A GUEST at the meeting who
drew praises for his attend.
ance was A. P. Nunn, princi-

ADVISORS AND CHAPTER
MOTHERS attending the New
Homemakers District meeting
In Cordova are seen here.
Seated on first row are: Mrs.
Ada Thurman, of Somerville;
Mrs. D. R. Bolden, of Melrose,
Memphis; Mrs. S. H.
it Milan; Miss Nancy

pal of the Weakley County
Training school of Martin,
Tenn. N. H. A. delegates ex.

ston, of Frazier High. Covington; Mrs. Earline Halliburton,
Lauderdale High, Ripley; Mrs.
Mabel Jones, of Douglass
High, Memphis; Mrs. Ernestine McFerren, of Fayette
County Training school, Somerville; Mrs. Ruth Rucker, of
Barrett's Chapel
Arlington;

pressed disappointment at
fact more principals did not
come out to be with them.

Miss Martha Davis, of Gallor High, Mason; Miss Mildred Walker, of West High,
Denmark; Miss Hattie Wynn,
of Barrett's Chapel, Arlington, and Miss Frances Jordan,
Central High, Alamo. Standing second row: Mrs. Mildred
Davis, Geeter High, Whitehav-

A DELICIOUS DINNER is enjoyed by Joseph F. Albright,
of National represenutative of
the Curtiss Candy company,
who was guest speaker for the
New Homemakers. Meals for

en; Mrs. Bernice Lucas, Merry High, Jackson; Mrs. Etta
Landers, Gibson Training, Milan; Mrs. Johnnie Cladwell,
Weakly County Training
School, Martin; Miss M. L.
Robertson, of Allen Whit e
High, VVhiteville; Miss S. M.
Ingram, West High, Denmark;

•

the NHA'ers were prepared
under the direction of Mrs.
Aline Lofton, home economics teacher at Mt Pisgah
High school.

#014w,04`1.40V4"
;
Mrs. F. E. Royster, Weahley
County Training, Marti n;
Miss Ethel Murrell, of Fayette County Training, Somerville; Mrs. Minervz Jarrett,
of Allen White, of Somerville;
Mrs. Frances Miller, Boliver
Industrial. Bolivar; Mrs. Mary
Shields, Fayette County Train-

PRAISE FOR GIRLS came
from Miss Margaret Browder, left, state supervisor, and

Miss Mabel Yates, district
supervisor, who both agreed
they had never seen a more

4.47
ing, Someiville; Mrs. Betty
Stewart, Dunbar High, Sa.
vannah, and Mrs. Marietta
Hughes, Merry High, Jackson.
Back row: Mrs. Syble Roach,
Gibson Training, Milan; Mrs.
Dorothy Herring, Bruce High,
Dyersburg; Mrs. Bettina Watkins, Montgomery High, Lea-

ington; Mrs. Ada Nelson, Lauderdale High, Ripley; Mrs.
Louise Johnson, Miles High,
of Union City; Miss Christine Alexander, state advisor,
Tennessee State college,
Nashville; Mrs. Ethel H. Scott,
Mt. Pisgah High, Cordovia;
Mrs. Malik L. Thompson, Mc-

enthusiastic and tooperative
delegation of MIA members.

Nairy County High, Selmer;
Mrs. Wilma Robertson, McNairy County High, selmer;
Mrs. Hattie Wynn, of MeNairy
County High, Selmer; Miss S.
W. Hyden, Webb High, McKenzie, and Miss Mildred Hudson, Central High, Pari s.
(Reese Photos)
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I Miss Mildred Jones Exchanges Marriage Vows
SOCIETY With Fred Coleman, J, In A Lovely Ceremony

Sat., Sept. 22, 1956

By 9IARJORIE I. ULEN

!white satin covered buttons. The chrysanthemums with streamers op and Mrs. C. H. Mason at
skirt of the lovely gown was full of English ivy. Their gloves were 978 Mason ave.
Against a beautiful setting of with an Edwardian bustle
arrange- pink nylon.
1 The beautiful 3-tiered bride's
ember leaves greenery, pale pink
ment to the back that extended into
Th bride's attendants were Miss cake, decorated softly with pink
chrysanthemums in white baskets
a full cathedral train The skirt Daisy Mae Jones, maid of honor. garlands, was garlanded with emand pink tapered candlelabras, all
tied with pink satin ribbon?,- Miss had panels of lace extending from and the bride's sister; Miss Eliza- ber leases and white rosebuds,
the waistline to the hem at both beth Mayfield, Miss Ceola McDow- against a beautiful hand-made
Mildred Jones pledged her marsides and beneath the folds that ell, Mrs, P. W. Bailey, Miss Wil- lace cloth of pale blue over pink
riage Vows with Fred Coleman,
lie May Shannon, Mrs. James satin.
ifs, Saturday, Sept. 15, at Temp- formed the train.
Her fingertip veil of misty il- Martin and Mrs. John Flagg
'HOSTESSES
le Church of God in Christ, at 8
lusion fell from a halo crown of Joseph Brown
Mrs. C. H, Mason was the ofp. m., with Rev. C. H. Mason,
Coleserved
Mr.
lace leaves, outlined with pearls
jr., officiating.
man as best man. His grooms- ficial hostess, along with Bishop
and sequins. She carried a cascadC. H. Mason, who greeted many
ing bouquet of white Fuiji chrysan- men were Doyle Frye, Samuel Car- guests on band. Assisting
Summer's song seems nut to be Mrs. Nellie Humes, Mrs. Clinton THE BRIDE
at the
penter,
Elder
Alfred
Haley,
Lonnie
The church pews were marked themums.
over . . though memories of It Ray, Mrs. Mable Hudson, Mrs.
Davis, Jack Moss and James Gib- reception were Mrs. Clyde M. Adwith
white
Adelaide
Settles.
;ATTENDANTS
and
satin
Ardena
Mrs.
bows
and
white
dimmer
.
ams, Miss Julia Mae Scott, Mrs.
become dimmer and
as Memphians settle down to or- Herndon were beautifully enter- chrysanthemums. The bride, given; The feminine attendants all wore The little Misses. Ruth Johnson Dora McDavid, Mrs. Dorothy
and tained at the colorful party. Miss in marriage by her brother, Ed- full length torso-style frocks of
Mayfield, and Mrs. Josephine Halganizing plans for ‘% Ofk ,
Reeves used mantle and center- die D. Jones, was lovely in a pink chrystolette with deep V and Arnett James served as flowplay.
er girls, wearing short dresses of eY•
Our news now begins to center piece arrangements of assorted gown of white satin featuring a fronts and backs, highlighted with blue organdy trimmed with white GUESTS
draped
neckline
cowl
bows
which
of
the
was
season
same
flowers
in
material
reds
Fall
deep
the
social
at
hues
of
coming
eround the
Among the guests at the refilled with illusion fashioned in a top of the V back and at the waist- lace and blue satin bows.
. and from all indications and and pinks.
ception were: Jack Moss, Mr. and
bride's
mother,
The
seated
just
round
neckline
•
*
•
outlined with in- line. The skirts of the lovely
hearsay — the calendar's going to
_s
it._ Mrs. Walter Mayfield, Miss DuroMore Bridge club news cen- descent sequins. The lower half of frocks were extremely full, worn before the ceremony, wa
be mighty U. Dot say we didn't
afternoonsfrock
an
ed
of
in
white
thy Mayfield, Miss Ileane Maythe
illuson
i
yoke
was
over
covered
-andwith
period
I
hoops.
tered around the Wednesday night
warn you to have best-bid
Jield, Miss Pauline Holmes, Mrs.
ny
lon.
lace
and
heavily encrusted with Their pink lace and rhinestone
tuckers in readiness for the gay meeting at Toney's of the popu!Elizabeth Davis, George Jene s,
week end ahead!
Jar Three C's club . .. when iridescent sequins. The long white half caps featured oval arrange- THE RECEPTION
!Bishop and Mrs. J. 0. Patterson,
satin
sleeves
ended
in
ments
points
in slide drape; and their
Following the ceremony, a wed- Miss Mattie Wigley, Mrs. MatilLTA'S FOUNDERS DAY
Mrs. J. D. Hunt, the former Miss
' Metropolitan Baptist church was Mattie Holmes, was hostess to the at the wrist, with the bodice but- I cascading bouquets were of pink ding reception was held at the da Liggins, Mrs. Lorraine Rogthe setting for Union Protective first meeting of the club. Plans toned from neck to waist with tiny gladiolus centered with burgandy beautiful ranch-style home of Bish- ers, Dr. and Mrs. p, W. Bailey,
'Assurance company's 23rd annual were made for an interesting year
ssi , Mrs. Jemmerson, Mts. Hearn,
Founder's Day program, last Sun- ... news of which will be forth;Mrs. Julia Scott, Mrs. Hattie Matday, at 3:30 p. en. Genial Lew- coming. Members headed by vi-1
thews, Elder and Mrs. Joseph Porthe
president
of
is H. Twig,g. jr..
vacious Mrs. Ann Hall, president, c
ter, Elder C. H. Mason, jr., Mrs.
company and his fellow officers Katie Gillis, Meryl Glover, Helen
Ella Smith, Mrs. Rose Fettle, Mr.
Continued their tradition of bring- Sawyer, Martha Anderson .
and Mrs. M. Kimmarson, Mrs. Gecalibre
pertop
ing the nation's
and prize winners Lavernia Horne
neva Taylor, Mrs. Susie Spencer,
sonalities for the event, by se- Watkins, Pauline Bowden and LeMrs. H. Bunley, Mrs. Cattle Roblecting, Frank Stanley, o n e of verne Acey enjoyea a delightful
erts, Mrs. Evelyn Taylor, Miss
leaders
outstanding
the nation's
Lee Brown, Mrs. Mari Matthis;
evening of Lin that accompanies
a beautiful setting for the imMRS. FRED COLEMAN, JR.
in the fields of fraternal and busi- the first get-back-togethers . .
Mrs. Lurline Williams, Mrs. Cal.
ness activities. Although Mr.
pressive rites. The bride,
Mrs. Fred Coleman, its,
—
lison,
Mrs.
Angie
Mrs.
Bell,
exchange
and
tidbits
of
of
news
Stanley needs no special intro- '
marriage
were
vows
whose
former Miss Mildr ed
the
Mary Royster, Mrs. Lee Brown,
gathered during the summer vacaduction in our city . . he is the
said at the beautiful ceremony
Jones, is the daughter of Mr.
Mrs. Tennessee Anderson, Mr. and
which
tions
enjoyed.
they
publisher of the Louisville (Ky.)
at Temple Church of God In
and Mrs. Leroy Jones, of 348
Mrs. John Flagg, Mrs. Hannah
Defender, vice-president of Defend- PARTY FETES BIRTHDAY
Christ, Saturday, Sept. 15,
Walker ave. The groom is the
Flagg,
Jones,
Jerry
Mrs.
Mrs.
er Publications, general president Little
Barbara Ann Narbit,
with Rev. ('. H. Mason, jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred ColeBurrell,
Gorden,
Mary
Mrs.
Alice
of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, and ; daughter of Rev. and Mrs. H. C.
officiating, is shown against
man. sr., of Little Rock, Ark.
Mrs. Ivey Twyman, Mrs. Olivia
one of the founders of the National I Narbit. of 564 Polk. was all aglow
the decorations that formed
Fennell.
Mrs.
Eugene
Mootry,
Mrs.
Newspaper, Publishers Association.1 last Saturday when her sixth birthAlline Jones, Mrs. Vincent Liberto
Also following UPA's grand day was celebrated with a gala
, Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Carr, Mrs.
party
from
brother,
3
Her
to
5.
tradition, music for the occasion
Laura Rogers, Mrs. Sarah Mcwas simply glorious . . rend- little Charles Madison Nabrit, age
Neal, Mrs. B. Bunley, Mrs. Banks,
3".2.
assisted
his
sister
receivin
Chorus,
unered by the All-City
Mrs. Fannie Cummings, Mrs. NEW YORK — (INS) — If you
Or you could effect a classider the direction of Harold J. Wha- ing their beautifully dressed guests
Mary Coleman, Mrs. Louise Mc- want a new way to hang your cal cornice from a heavy material
lum . . A fitting tribute to the and the beautifully be-wrapped
Crary, Mrs. McDonald, Mrs. J. curtains, try buttoning them on. !drape edged in a printed border.
efforts of his late father, H. D. gifts for the occasion.
M. Bowers. Mrs. Mary Parker
The button-on curtains, attach- This type of curtain' gives a room
Whalum, sr.. who founded the Barbara Ann has entered the
and Mrs. Pauletta Fleming.
ed with button-hold loops placed a Grecian interest.
institution that has grown to be first grade. and naturally • .. afOTHER GUESTS.
over the pole, attracted much at- One such cloth cornice w a a
a financial bulwark in our midst ter her family. she loves her teachOthers included Mrs. Susie Sanf- tention at the National Home Fur- shown in dramatic gold and black
a success story achieved in far . er best of all. Mrs. Victoria M.
ston, Mrs. W. S. Johnson, Mr. and nishings show in New York. They over beige draperies held in place
less than 25 years . . born at Hancock was on hand to help her
Mrs. Sam James, Mr. and Mrs. can be used anywhere in t h e , by gilt tie-backs. An Italian touch
a time when titan businesses little friend and student enjoy the
S. Flagg. Mrs. Mary Holman, home, but they're particularly ef- can be brought out by using a forwere collapsing throughout the wonderful afternoon of games,
Mr. and Mrs.. James Williams,. fective in a man's study or in a'mat cornice softened by tassels
Country in the days of the depres- party favors, ballrooms and all the
Mrs. Hibbs, Rev. and Mrs. Jamesitailored livine room.
over plain draperies.
sion of the '30's.
things that mark birthday parties
s,
A. Tate, Rev. and Mrs. S. Smith, If
' Mr. Stanley's presence — to one of childhood's delights. Guests
An effective French - Provincial
your tastes run to more frivMrs.
Mary
Dean,
The
Arnette
be sure — touclied off a wave present were
arrangement
can be had by usKathy Graham.
olous
fripperies
why
not
try
a
drafamily, Mrs. Marie Hill, Miss Ruth
of social events in his honor . . . Yvonne and Sandra Lake, Yvonne
ing a taffeta cornice looped on a
matic
swag
that
Woodruff,
(lower.
Mrs.
rises
'T.
peak
to
a
Mrs.
d
E.
among which was the super stag Neeley. Clam Gordon,
self-covered pole and fastened
GwendoMoore, Mrs. Celia Webster, Mr., in the center of the window
banquet tossed by local Alphas at lyn Rushing, W. D. Callian.
;with Fienctetyue rosettes.
jr.. and
and Mrs. Vann, Mrs. Mary Park- i drops to a graceful drape on ei- thcr
Toney's Inn last Saturday night. and Chew Shannon.
side?
Bonnie a n d
er, Mrs. Gaines, Mrs. B. Dixon,
Dr. T. Northcross, Dr. Leland Reggie Pippin,
Deborah
Harris,
Mrs. Fennie Fleming, Mrs. LueAdkins and Atty. Ben Jones were ,
Elizabbth Davis. Clarence Donoho,
thel Foster, Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
in charge of the lavish affair i
Isaac
White, James Cowan, jr.,
Nelson, Bishop and Mrs. A. B.
which included dinners of steaks!
McEwens, Elder and Mrs. W. Porchicken . . . plentiful potent Phyllis Taylor. Patricia Johns
ter, Mrs, Minnie Jones, Mrs. Gerin the 'liquid department' . . and Ursula Beauchamp. Multicoltrude Goodman, Mrs. 1. Jones,
c-ith suave organ music rendered ored decorations and a beautiful
RECEPTION FOLLOWS
Fred Coleman, jr., Saturday.
C. H. Mason, 978 Mason ave.
white cake with a basket of multiMrs. Viola Chatinan, Mrs. Ella
by Charlesetta Branham.
JONES-COLEMAN WEDDING
Sept. 15, at Temple Church of
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman posed Mae Greer,
the Mabry family,
As we went to press, the Alpha • colored flowers decorating it, plus
— Following the impressive
God In Christ, a brilliant refor
the
traditional
cake
cut- Mrs. Alma Johnson, Mrs. Susie
Bettes were busy as beavers pre- the flashing of bulbs taking picmarriage ceremony that unit,
ception
was
held
loveat
the
ting ceremony at the recep- McFarland, Mrs. Katie King and
paring a "swellegant" cocktail tures of the kiddies' joy ... marked Miss Mildred Jones and
ly home of Bishop and Mrs.
tion. ( ithers Photos)
Elder and Mrs. Burgess.
party for Sunday night, at the ed the event a golden afternoon
palatial home of Mr. and Mrs. for the young-fry present. Proud
The bride is a graduate of B.
T. Washington high school and
Tom H. Hayes at Parkway and parents attending were Mrs. Thel- 1
11
Wilson ... in the event Mr. Stan-' ma Harris, Mrs. Ted Beauchamp,
S. A. Owens junior college. She
A large portion of our clientele at the
is the State Secretary of YPWW
icy could extend his stay through Mrs. Babe Franklin, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Shannon, Mrs. Hairiet Pippin,'
Sunday night.
of West Tennessee and the secMain Street Store have been demanding a
retary of Temple Sunday school.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Lake. Mrs. H.'
THE ALPHA BETTES
•
calf skin shoe styled in the
Mr. Coleman is a second year stuMore about the Alpha Bettes Johns, W. D. Callian, jr., and
dent at Arkansasa AM N college
concerns their first meeting since Mrs. T. H. Hayes. sr. Assisting
The Hospitality club of the ta Benton, Mrs. Berta Elion
The East End Community and Vance Avenue Branch YWCA will
where he plans to major in Intetheir organization in July. These Mrs. Nabrit and her mother, Mrs.
Mrs. Millicent Beltherford.
'Alpha Wives have started the ball Smith. were Miss Dorothy Ewell Flower club held its August meet- sponsor "A Merry Widow's
!rior and exterior decorating.
We at Julius Lewis are now happy to
FREE
GIFTS
rolling in preparing for the South- , and Miss Delthenia Williams. ing at the lovely home of Mrs. on Sunday. Sept. 30 from 4 to
6 at! Mrs. Annie L. Higgins. chair- I Following the reception t h c
announce we have this custom shoe for you.
ern regional of the fraternity CHIT CHAT
Hattie Muse. 826 Buntyn st., re- the YWCA.
young couple left for Pine Bluff,
man of the tea, promises that
FRANK BROTHERS' SHOES
cently, with Mrs. Vera Miller as' Proceeds !min
which convenes here next Spring. - Mr. and Mrs
this novel tea this will be a gay occasion with Ark., where they will reside.
. Jack Poole.
Mrs. Anderson BridLe, Mrs. (she's the
co-hostess.
will be used toward the purchas- many unusual and lively activities
former Muriel Shanxi)
James Boone and Mrs. Leland Ad- arrived here Labor
Highlight of the meeting, pre- ing of an Air-Conditioning
Day from their
Unit for to entertain the guests. Mrs. Adel- Gets Boston Post
kins were hostesses for the init- Compton.
sided
over
by the president, Mrs. the Auditorium of the "Y."
BOSTON — Dr. Clarence P.
Calif.. home to' visit Mrs.
ine Smith announced that all lady
ial meeting of the group last MonI Ethel McMurtry. was the decision Members of the club under
Quimby of Gardner. who recently
•
,
.
.
the
guests
receive
will
both a lip stick
day week, at the lovely home of
er. They were a ccompanied by to donate $5 apiece to two worthy, leadership of Mrs. Willie Pegues. and sachet as door prizes, compli- retired as headmaster of Cushing
Dr. and Mrs. Leland Atkins on
their four children .. . and while families. A vote of appreciation president. and Mrs. Adeline Smith, ments of Avon Beauty Products. i Academy, has been appointed EdArkansas st. The patio, living, dinwas given the many visitors and
ucational Field Representative of
ing area and the den of their guest here have been the recipients of friends of the group who made chairman, are working hard to The public is cordially invited to the Massachusetts Commission
many
courtesies
encourage
from
friends
friends
their
and
and inter- attend and help put this project
cottage provided the setting for
other relatives. Mr. Poole left the recent annual tea the success' ested persons to help make this over in order that the Auditorium Against Discrimination, it was anthe lovely affair.
Frank Brothers popular "cable stitch"
nounced this week by Mrs. Milit
was.
effort a success.
will be comfortable for the many dred H. Mahoney, commission
Members present were Mrs. W. last Wednesday. . .and Mrs. Poole
Also,
during
the
course
of
baby
of
the
goatskin . . . better known as the
and
the
children
will
follow
CLUB MEMBERS
later. sassiiss
•
persons using the building.
H. Youn g, Mrs. Fannie Johnchairman.
the following members
Members mclude the following
Vici
and i
Kid
with
the kangaroo toe . . . rich black
son, Mrs. Lonnie Briscoe. Mrs. Last week. Miss Grace Collins
Collins.! received birthday gifts for August: ladies:
Theron Northcross, Mrs. George her motherMrs H A
leather
styled
in the straight tip bal fashion
Mrs. Lucile Dilworth, Mrs. Bettie
Mrs. Ruth Reeves, Mrs. Annie
Clark, Mrs. L. 0. Swingler. Mrs. entertained with dinner for t h e
•
.
.
black
only
. . . 29.95
Ayers.
Mrs
Mollie
Minor. Mrs. L. Higgins. Mrs. Nettie Curtis OsJohn Brinkley and Mrs. Ernest Pooles.
Mollie Wright and Mrs. Melba borne, Mrs. :Alla
Young.
Hall, Mrs. Dollie
The Twilight Toggery store at
Hudson.
Jones, Mrs. Laureane Robinson,
WITH THE BRIDGE CLUBS
1 520 Linden announces the opening
The
club
is extending an invi- Mrs. Jennie Pennington, Mrs.
Those Saturday perennial favor- of classes in personality, charm
Jaites with Milady — the bridge and remodeling held by Mrs. Jer- tation for new members to join nie Bennett, Mrs. Nettie Dunthis
three-iname
organization.
It
can, Mrs. Louise Williams, Mrs.
parties — got off to a good start ry Lynn. instructor of the Patricia
last week end. Members of Entre Ste‘ens School of Modeling in Chi- is a community club, a flower club Zettie Miller. Mrs. Aline Franklin,
Nous club met at Toney's Inn cago. You may. register now for and a birthday club.
Mrs. Viva Stroud, Mrs. Hilda
During the course of the meet- Helm. Mrs. Willie
at 3:30, last Saturday, with Mrs. classes to be held September 19 Pegues, Mrs.
Helen Bowens of 199 Radar, as 21. by calling JA 6-1738 or JA 6- ing. Mrs. Melba Hudson was pre- Subina Day Mrs. Hazel Walker,
sented a going away gift in con- Mrs. Corrie Thomas.
their hostess. Members Mesdames 08.33 for additional information.
Mrs. Sadie
Another member of the Frank Brothers'
nection with her plans for depar- Gurney, Mrs.
Carrie Scott. Gladys Anderson.
NIable Davis. Mrs.
Rev.
Charles
Giltor.,
former
family of baby goatskins is the brown straight
turc to the convention of the Annie Mae Thompson, Mrs. Mattie
Clementine Hughes. Delores Scott,
tip bat oxford with the renowned double
Mildred Smith, Essie Shaw, Mil- Washingtonian and Le Moynite and National Federation of Federal Jenkins, Mrs. Martha Dulaney,
dred Jenkins. Callie Stevens. pastor of the College Church at employes, to which she is a dele- Mrs. Mary B. McMullen, Mrs.
stitch styling and kangaroo toe . . . also in
Gwendolyn Featherstone. Louise Wilberforce university, along with gate.
Ruby Stewart, Mrs. Minnie
black . . . 27.95
Woods and Miss Ann Stozier. along I his charming wife and children, The next meeting of the East Douglas. Mrs. Louise Cloyd, Mrs.
with guests. Mesdames Frances David. Donna and Charles have End Community and Flower club Rosa Harris, Mrs. P. F. Caruther,
Hassell, Erma Black, Martyna been in Memphis for several weeks will be held Sept. 27, at the home Mrs. Mary K. James, Mrs. Bober.
Haynes, Rio Rita Olive, Vivian following the demise of his moth- of the president, 768 Marianna
Arturo Toseenini once said that Marian Anderson has "a
Willis and MN, Cecelia Willis en- er. Rev. Gilton is remembered st.
joyed a oonderful afternoon amid as an outstanding orator during
voice
that happens only once in a hundred years." Now
the quiet sophistication of the es- his student (lays . . and while
here
was busy filling pulpits at
tablishment.
read the warm, courageous story behind that voice—the
CAN YOU USE
•••
1 St. Andrews, Second Congregation
chronicle of a woman whose heart, talent, and humanity
Lateron at Toney's . . . 6 p. he at church. Allen AME, Middir
MORE
to be exact, Miss Martha Flowers, i Baptist. Plunkett Chapel and St. N\ AS1 II tit
— Reappointwere bigger than any barrier she ever encountered!
A kid skin family would not be complete
at 2435 Saratoga, entertained Les! James. Besides his duties as pas- ment of Gus S. Wortham of Houswithout
the suitable straight tip blucher in
tor
ton.
Texas,
of
the Collee church, Rev,
as chairman of the
Cheres Amies club . . . and Mesthe recognized single stitch and kangaroo
dames Alma !loll, Eloise Flowers, Gilton is the sssistant dean of the Policy Committee of the U. S.
Don't miss it! Beginning in October
toe . . . black and brown . . . 26.95.
Lula Wilson.. Grace Williams, Is- Seminary and editor of the Sere Chamber of Commerce was anGROUND FLOOR
nounced
this
week by Chamber
abel Bland. Ann Perrie. Helen ior Sunday School Quarterly of the
Woman's Home COMPANION
STERICK BUILDING
President John S. Coleman
Brooks. Winifred Franklin, wie,, AME church.
•
"INHERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
s
s
s
Wortham
National
is
a
Chamhelmine Loekard. Bernice Harris,
GET PREFERENTIAL
Other visitors in our town re- ber director and President of the
Miss Ophelia Van Pelt and Miss
SERVICE'
Dorothy Slate. Mrs. Hazel Bass ' cently were t)r. and Mrs. A. W. American General Insurance Co ,
Houston.
of
Crump of Tennessee State uniser..
and Mrs Savannah Mayes . .
and guest. Mrs. Effie Willis vied sity and Mr. and Mrs. Earle Ford
for the beautiful earring prizes of Arkansas State who were the
that were awarded by the host. guests of Mr. and Mrs. T..1 Beau.
champ of last week end past.
The "orange mound" in the popular
Dr. Crump ciine down from Nashsingle stitch bat in light tan; or the "beat.
The well-known Semper Fidelis ville, and weh the Beauchamps,
ebony" for all occasion Willi in handsome
club met with Miss May della Reev- d rove to Little Rock to meet his
black calfskin . . . 27.50.
es at her home at 1220 Kray- wife Annie Laurie who was reer, at 5:00 Saturday evening. As- turning from 'texas where she acMail and phone orders given prompt attention.
slated by Miss Gertrude Walker companied the Bcauchamps on
sod Mrs. Fleming Polk, mem. their trip to the Lone Star state.
THE
hers Ms. Ann Simpson, Mrs. The trumps remained here ErtSEA LE
Danr Mrs. Thelma Wil. day through sundav .
and the
l.'
I
Mrs. E C Jones, Mrs. Ed- Fords i•aine in Siindi morning',
EBONY
(L.; tgletiett, Mrs. John Arnold, i and stayed until the following
day.

r
At

Merry
Goaound

By Marjorie I. Uien

ry Buttons To Hang Curtains

ower Club
Aids Needy
Families

YWCA Club To Give
'Merry
Widow Tea'

Main at Gayoso — Union at Kimbrough

KID SKIN MANNER

••••

Marian
Anderson

writes her own inspiring life story

Wins Chamber Of
Commerce Post

i

• •

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

1 JERRY'S SUNDRY
Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions

554 SCOTT

PH. 4-9463

NOW
ON SALE

at your nearby
newsstand

•

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Miss Evonia McNeal Weds Herbert Purkett

Sat., Sept. 22, 1956

11

The Lane Avenue Church of'God
in Christ was the setting for the
lovely wedding of Miss Evonia
McNeal and Herbert J. Purkett,
with Bishop A. B. McEwen, pastor, officiating.
The :cent bride is the daughter of Elder and Krs. B. C. McNeal, sr., of Memphis. Mr. Purkett is the son of Elder and Mrs.
H. L. Perkett of Elizabeth City,
0 Aren't these cool nights won- ningham was also runner-up in
N. C.
derful? They let us know that fall the elimination of the National
The bride, gives in marriage
Is here and nut only on the cal- Oratorical contest which is held
by her father, wore a gown of
endar. We can also see it as annually on Booker T. Washingnylon tulle and lace, ionlintied.
We shop for fall and winter fash- ton night. Sept. 7. Although she ,
with sequins on the skirt. tier
ions greet us from every store did not win a chance to compete!
bridal bouquet was of valley titwindow,
for the $1,000 scholarship, she rephes and an orchid.
As you ladies can observe, the resented First Baptist and JackATTENDANTS
figure is important for the sheath son in a very remarkable was'.
The feminine attendants' dresses
is still with us with the accent Mesdames Countee Bond and W.
of white crystalette, trimmed
being on the back. And these hats! G. Terry accompanied the delewith red velvet ribbon that ended
I'm wondering what some of us gates and attended most of the
in streamers in the back, procan do about the contour of our sessions of the convention. All re- ,
vided a lovely contrast for the
ported an excellent spiritual inforiaces to make them becoming,
background of ember leaves, mimative session and a most demosa ferns and white gladiolas.
And in the sporting world, all'ijohtfia
trip.
White tapers burned in branched
talk leans toward football and the
candelabras.
World Series. It seems as if PTA MEETS
The Merry High school Parentthe World Champion Dodgers are
Miss Selestine McNeal was maid
414
.
6.4411,4•AW
°*‘``
naving quite a time trying to win Teacher Association held its first
of honar and Mrs. Vera .McNeal
regular
monthly meeting in the
first place pennant from t h e
matron of honor.
dining room of The Lane
CUTTING TI1E CAKE — Mr.
their marriage ceremony at !Crockett wa
school auditorium on last TuesBraves,
Purkett
Avenue
Church
of
God
In
Mrs.
Herbert
J.
which
and
Bishop A. B. McEwen, !Bridesmaids were Miss Julia
day night, Sept. 11. Mrs. CathIScott.. and Miss Debbie Jackson;
Merry High Green Hornets are
are seen cutting the bridal
Christ, immediately following
pastor, officiated recently.
( Mesdames Mildred Kauffman, Maoff to a bang of a start winning erine Springfield who goes into cake at the reception in the
rion Malone and Virginia Gorthe *first two games by a high her second year as president con- '
ham, sister of the groom, from
score. They downed Martin 45 to I ducted the meeting. They are very
happy to report 65 parents and
Washington, It. C.
0 and Sommerville 48 to 0. Lane!
present at the first meetopens its season this week away I teachers
.
Taft Purkett served his brother
g
trom home playing Alabama A! to The attendance prizes went
as
best man. Groomsmen were
z 12-2 and 12-3 homerooms
and M. Remember t h e first
Joseph Smith. Lonnie Patton, Samwho tied for first place for hayhome game is with Alabama Slate
uel McNeal, Edward Spence, Bobing the most parents present. The
on Oct. 6.
by Ryan and Louis Taylor.
executive committee presented
After the reception, which was
CRITERIONS MEET
the following plans for the year
All members of the Criterion and they were accepted by the
The plush red carpet was spread I held in the church dining room,
that united her with Herbert
MRS. HERBERT I. PURK
Bridge ciub cAcept one were greet- group.
by Mr. and Mrs. William Ramp- the couple left for a Southern honJ. Purkett. Miss McNeal is
the former Miss EvonETT,
ton, of 1373 Dow pl., when they C) moon. They will make their
ed by Mrs. Fannie A. Dobbins on (1) The annual membership I
the daughter of Elder and
McNeal, is shown against
is
entertained their sister. Miss home in Chicago.
last Thursday evening at h e r drive which is open now and will
candelabra,
background
of
Mrs. R. C. McNeal of Memthe
With LEODA GAMMON
Ruth Hampton of Chicago at
home on Hays ave. for the first close the second Monday night in
phis; and Mr. Puckett is the
baskets of white gladiolus and
Tony's Inn on Sunday. Sept. 2.
I
meeting following summer ad- October. The homerooms that reson of Elder and Mrs. H. L
arrangements of ember leaves
journment. A delicious ham and port 100 per cent will be given
Purkett of Elizabeth City, N.
Crisp, colorful carrots are in ex- , It is highly recommended for pre- Tony's Blue Room was gay with
which adorned the Lane Avesalad plate with apple cider to is- prizes. (2) A financial drive in cellent supply in local markets venting or relieving poor skin con- laughter durin the fellowship perC. (Withers Photos)
nue Church of God In Christ
sue in fall served the appetites of the form of a spaghetti dinner now. Due to this fact and the ditions, and is also essential for iod that prec eded the midnight
at the recent lovely wedding
the guests just right. After a short scheduled for Dec. 7. (3) Mrs. P. great interest in nutritious foods, preventing or improving night buffet snack of delectable cold
plates. An ssortment of delibusiness session conducted by T. A. contest slated for February. we are giving some background blindness.
cious cold cut; were served from
president Lula Bell Martin, pro- (4) Prizes will be given at each on the carrot,
, Carrots, in addition to their food
huge silver trays of prettily argressive bridge bes,..n. There was meeting tt, the home room having
History: The carrot, deriving nutrients, give the teeth and gums
food.
ranged
quite a bit of chatter before the most parents present. (5) its name from the Latin "carots", good exercise.
bridge on summer doings of the Parent-Teacher Association scrap is native to Europe and adjoining ; Buying
and
Preparation: The hostess was attractively
members who were out of the book of activities. All parents regions of Asia, where it has been About 1 1-4 lbs.of carrots make dressed in black crepe with a
scoped neck-accented with rhinecity.
with children at Merry High and grown for food or medicinal pur- 2 to 3 servings. Carrots should
The Clara Barton health Club :Ernestine Cochran and Mrs. Lana
Taking first prize for high score interested persons are asked to poses f o r centuries. Ancient be firm, clean, well-s h a p e d, stones, black sandals wit,- chine.
stone
Saturday. Sept. H. at 729 Ayers Ward.
met
buckles
and
rhinestone
jewMrs.
was Mrs. Gertrude Ford.
meet the second Tuesday night of mentioned the carrot in herbals smooth and with a 'bright color. ' dry.
with Mesdames Etta Page, Mrs. Beulah Williams and
street,
Lula Bell Martin captured secondl each month in the school audi- and when introduced in England If buying carrots with top, be cerJohnnie
Murray and •ftertha Bee- Mrs. Bertha Becton were welcome
The
guest
of honor wore a paiswith Mrs. Merietta Hughes getting , torium at 7:20 p.m.
from Holland the women wore the tain tops are fresh an d ley print silk dress,
as hostesses and ed as new members at the meettimli
serving
with
royal
the booby. Others present were I
J. A. Cooke, athletic director feathery carrot leaves in their
blue the dominant color on a white
awarded nursing scholarships to log. Honored guest for the oeMesdames Mae Perpener, Anremove
tops
carrots,
store
To
Lane college, S. H. Bronaugh, hair.
' Miss Willie Mae Jackson and Miss casion was Mrs. Morlene Raynor
background. She wore black sannie Bond, Julia Shegogg, Georgia at
Carrots were introduced to and just rinse before wrapping in dals and rhinestone accessories.
business manager at Lane college
Johnett a Johnson.
Adkins, Cyril Porter, Bernice LuAmerica during the early coloniza- foil, waxed paper or transparThe two scholarships of $100 Day of Detroit, former Memphis
cas, Royal Cunningham and your and Alvin Fields, of Lexington, tion days and were readily adopt- ent film or plastic bags and then' Guest enjoying this eyehole of
were both follow-through teacher.
each
Tenn., have returned from Athlefun and fellowship were: Mrs. L.
scribe.
ed by the American Indian as a place in refrigerator. When ready Delores
awards
to-the two recipients. Miss
tics
Coaches
and
Officials
meet
Scott,
Miss
Gertrude
I also. played ,bridge on last
Jackson, a third year student
in Atlanta Ga. Slated to attend source of food. Annual per capita to use, scrape or pare carrots Walker, Miss Madella Reeves, Mr.
Wednesday night with the Atomic
at Homer G. Phillips hospital in
,but unable'to because of anoiher consumption of carrots by Ameri- thinly with a knife — or scrub and Mrs. .t. C. McGraw, Mrs. 01Bridge club,pinch-hitting or J. T.
St. Louis has been given a schoi,
important meeting were Coach cans in 1953 was about eight well with a brush Then follow lie Mitchell Miss Mary Elizabeth
Beck who was a bit under the
ars:iip each year of her training
Merry High school! pounds as compared to 1.9 pounds your favorite recipe.
Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. A. Sidney
weather. The gracious hostess was Gilmore of
Miss Johnson. a student at E. 11
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
Montgom-1 in 1919. (Carrots are now included A TASTY SOUP
Coach
Beasley
of
Oate
s,
Mrs.
and
Frances
M.
HasMrs. Fern Walker who has just
Crump hospital has been awarded
school in Lexington, in the list of first-rank truck and
sell, Mr, and Mrs. Emmett Hawkery
High
Soup
is
a
Carrot
of
Cream
recently returned from a Euroher second scholarship from the
VACUUM CLEANERS
'Fenn. They both attended t h e market garden vegetables, with delicious way to use this nutritious ins. Mrs. Mildred Joseph, and Mr.
pean tour. You could practicalclub.
is
meeting which by far the biggest productiqn vegetable on a cool day.
and Mrs. Ulysses Crawford, of
Board
of
Controls
FANS - PERCOLATORS
ly feel the French air in her serThe Clara Barton Health club
was held in Nashville, Tenn. on coming from California.)
The most delicate cream soups West Memphis, Ark.
vice and we were more than
organizoldest
VITAMIN A
the same date.
are those thickened lightly with
happy to enjoy information first
ations, and throughout the years
Mature minds as well as the
Nutrition: Carrots are one of cream and egg yolks. These give
hand. She has prepared a most
has rendered outstanding service
far
interesting scrap book on her trav- young have begun to talk about nature's most important contribu- a more positive flavor and a
in promoting and assisting young
the West Tenn. District Colored tors to a well-balanced diet. One better textun without the floury
people interested in the career of
els. Receptive members were MesFair which will be held here Sept. average carrot, 5/
1
2 inches long,!quantity which is often objectionnursing. The organization is comdames Essie M. Perry, Georgia
24 through 29. Quite a few former has only 21 calories, yet provides I able when flour is used.
posed of 30 members who are
Adkins. Vivian Bell, Evelyn D.
this time to more than the full amount of vitCream of Carrot Soup: Cook The Noncholant Bridge Club
active in civic, social and edu- ALSO—
Stephensen, Marie Moore and S, Jacksonians choose
wonderful
carrots
return for it nroves a
amin A recommended as the daily i 1 cup scraped and sliced
cational circles of the city.
held its first meeting of the seaH. Bronaugh Mrs. Bronaugh who chance
REBUILT VACUUM $ 95
to see old friends for every- requirement by the National Re- with a sprig of parsley, 1 small
AWARDS CEREMONIES
with h
'
I
p y
son at the lovely home of Miss
up
CLEANERS
younggoes
to
the
Fair.
The
pepper
body
carorange
onion
and
salt
and
white
search Council. Deep
Members assisting in the awardt h
Elmyra Williams at 899 Missisanxiously
awaiting
sters
are
Sept.!
broth
chicken
cups
vitamin
A
than
in
11
/
2
contain
more
to
taste
rots
ing
ceremonies
of
the
meeting
teaching position in Indianapolis,
sippi, with the president, Mrs. Lo28 which
be a holiday for the paler ones. The vitamin A is until soft. (About 10 minutes) PuWere Miss Frances Tharp e,
retta Kelso, presiding.
ithem at school and children's present in carrots in the form of ree (strain) the carrots and reMrs. Emma Tom Johnson, Mrs.
DELEGATES RETURN
'day at the Fair. Teachers are carotines, which are converted into turn to chicken broth over hot wa- A brief memorial service was
Alberta Sampson, Mrs. Pearlina
Delegates and pastor of First
taking this opportunity to get in vitamin A in the body.
Saunders, Mrs. Deanie M. Johnter. When hot, add 1 cup heavy held for the late Mrs. Ruby LampBaptist church have returned from ,
an in-service day so they will be Vitamin A is important in cream mixed with 2 egg yolks, kin, whose sweet smile and sunny
son, Rebecca Tate, Mrs. Ethel
the 76th anniversary session of the
will be missed by
occupied until 3 p.m. There prom- building and maintaining resist- and stir constantly until mixture disposition
Moore, Mrs. Ethel Harper, Mrs.
National Baptist convention in
ises to he many enjoyable sights ance to infections, as well as stim- is blended and lightly thickened. the members of the club, one of
Doretha Blaydes Mrs. Flizabeth 760 Union - IA. 7-2631
Denver, Colo. Along with the pasto see at the Fair this year; so ulating new cell growth and keep- Serve with a garnish of chopped the oldest bridge clubs in the city. SHAWN SMITH, 18-year-old star- Hollingsworth, Mrs. Sarah Gordon. 2268 Park Ave. - 33-8507
tor, Rev. W. G. Terry, Countee
Following a business meeting, let, is shown in a scene from Mrs. Bessie Oakley, Mrs. Sara
make it a point to be there.
Free Parking
ing old cells in good condition.I parsley. Will make 4-6 servings.
Bond represented the layman at
the following guests were present- "World Without End," currently Van Buren, Mrs. Blance Jack- o
the Laymen's section of the coned: Mrs. Eldera Amos, Miss appearing at neighborhood thea- son, Mrs. Geoegia Harvey, Mrs.
vention and Miss Patricia Cun- Salt Lake City — Utah's output
Martha Flowers and Mrs. Bea- tres in Chicago and at driveningham went as a delegate to the of bituminous coal is about seven
trice Matlock. Prizes at the eve- in theatres.
Young People's section. Miss Cun- millions tons per year.
ning were won by members Mesdames Beatrice McClellan. Lytia
McKinney, Lillian Newman and
Just one of the millions of happy, healthy babies
guest, Mrs. Eldora Amos.
raised on Pet Evaporated Milk

By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke

Hamptons Lay
Red Carpet
For Sister

Barton Health Club
Awards Scholarships
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Noncholant
Bridge Club

APPLIANCES, INC.

Harvest Dance
Being Planned

• Here's the answer:
Have a Coke.

discussed marriage. He is a clean
Musing:
Developmental Characteristics cut, good looking fellow. But his
and Needs of Boys and Girls Six ambition in life goes against my
to Eight: (continued from last expectations. He wants to be an
week). . .Interest among these auto mechanic and own his own
children is moving from the home ! shop. I am a college graduate.
fact I just began teaching.!
to the school group where_thigy_
often "gang-up" against adults. have always wanted a husband
At the same time they demand with a college education. Do you
and need deep affection from these 7feel that I should accept Jack
adults. This affection is particu- or continue to look for my 'dream',
larly important in allaying of fears who might lack the qualities that
so prevalent among children of make Jack so likable? A. K.
Dear A. K.
this age group. (To be continued).
As long as you feel as you
Dear Carlotta:
Jack and I have been friends do, I don't advise accepting Jack
for a long time. In fact we have at this time. Clearly, you don't

•

j•„

FALL ;t.
erS TERICa-A
ANNOUNCEME.
When the problem concerns a
student tired with the main
of stuslying, the answer is
quite likely to be: Coca-Cola—
a frosty bottle of delicious
Coke. Here is quality
refreshment, with a bright,
right taste and a tantalizing
tingle all its own. Haves
Coke.. and get back to
work refreshed!

•

ROMEO UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-COLA ROTYLING COMPANY eV

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS,TENN.
°cow Is refrestwyd INNI•anark.
e Isss. TM! COCA-COLA COMPANY

ENROLL TODAY FOR DAY AND NIGHT
CLASSES

Typewriting
Bookkeeping

IN

Office Machines
Shorthand
Civil Service
AT

GRIGGS BUSINESS COLLEGE
492 VANCE AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Pet Milk Baby of the Week"

TICKETS REMAIN FOR
Plans are announced by the
ND OPENER
SOUTH BEND. Ind. — (INS)— Memphis Pan-Hellenic Council for
Tickets still remain for Notre its forthcoming Harvest Dance.
Dame's opener with Sou t hero The dance will be a harbinger of
Methodist at Dallas Saturday night the Memphis social season and
according to Irish ticket manager will be held on Friday, Nov.
2 at Club Ebony.
Bob Cahill.
But he said all seats are gone ; Members of the various dance
for four home games and two committees are Mesdames Frances Duval, B. A. E. Callaway,
other road contests.
Bertha Ray and Miss Marilyn N.
Watkins; .Messrs. R. L. Wynne,
love him. You love a dream. And Willard Bell, Thomas Doggett and
it is possible to chase a dream 1 John Outlaw.
a long time before it materializes, Admission will be by subscripbut with your mind set on mental tion. The affair is a charity projachievement, you'd better keep ect.looking. Perhaps later, Jack's
wonderful qualities will convince
you that owning a garage isn't Colorado ranks second among
so bad after all. It does take a the states for the variety and to
man with brains to own and oper- some extent the production of
ate one successfully.
mineral resources.

New Shoe Whitener
Makes Job Easier
Just placed on the market is a
new type of shoe whitener that
makes it easier, pleasanter and
more efficient than heretofore to
whiten footwear without adding to
the cost per application.
Called Esquire Foam LanolWhite, it's the first foam-type
white shoe cleaner containing lanolin to be introduced. It comes in
a push-button aerosol container, enabling the user to obtain a
controlled flow of the whitener by
simply pressing a button. As an
added convenience, the can has a
unique built-in compartment for
storing the large mohair applicator that's enclosed.
Developed by the manufacturer
of Esquire Shoe Polishes (Kno-

is of exceptional value for white
buck and nappy shoes — increasingly being worn all year by both
adults • and children — because
the foam formula eliminates the
danger of excessiyely wetting the
surface of the leather.
In whitening both smooth and
nappy shoes, the product's method of application and the ease
with which the foam can be
spread and smoothed over the
leather make it easier to prevent
streaking and reduce possible ruboff to a minimum, it is pointed
out by the manufacturer.

Americans receive free of
charge about 300 million road
mark Madufacturing co., Inc.,) it ,maps every year.

MARY ALMA — 2 years
& Mrs. Otis Branch, 1284 Kerr Ave.
Mr.
of
daughter
Another winner of the official "Pet Milk Baby of I
Certificate! The proud parents will receive
Week"
the
groceries from their favorite grocer.
of
$10 worth

More of America's happy, healthy babies are raised
on Pet Evaporated Milk than on any other brand
ENTER YOUR BABY'S PHOTO TODAY I

If your baby has bowl Fad Pe Evaporotad Mar, aria is him
than 3 yours of err,fIll in this coupon and lend with Photo*.
PET MILK COMPANY,1590 Airco& We,S. tools 1. as.
MAIMS MAW,
YOUR NAME
YOUI ADDItfcc

(Human)

(cm)
pkkros %moor Ow
arwerd will Issi 00+14
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warn
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LOOK FOR THE "PET MILK BABY OF THE WEEK"
IN THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER—EVERY WEEK,

OFFENDER
41b
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Disc Award New Entertainment Plum
Ella Fitzgerald
Among First Ten
Given Citations

ELLA FITZGERALD was chosen
own st "Top Ten Recording Artists" Is the newly formed

Hollywood has its 'Oscar; tele- members who refused to go along
vision offers an annual "Emmy" 'causing the name of the set up
and the night club circuit honors , from "Diamond Jubilee of Record
its greats with special citations Industry" to a disc jockey saso why not a "cup" for the best lute. However, in time, it is predicted the industry as a whole
is recording circles?
Question is not ours. rather Ru- will sanction the awards.
One major disc company known
dolph J. Schaeffer, brewery baron
and Richard Himber thought it up to favor the plan is Decca, one
of the largest in America.
and as a result plans for such
Expected opposition to t h e
awards are already in the workawards are the number of indeing stage. The citations would be
pendent recording firms ‘sho may
known as "The Apollo Awards."
fear the major companies will
The original idea is to start off grab all the awards. Quite nawith awards for the first 10 top turally this group boasts their
artists. That would begin with own artists that they figure bestars of yesterday and include the long in the first 10 and naturally
greats of today. Names for t h e are entitled to share in the
original include Bing Crosby, Ella awards. There is no evident proof
Fitzgerald, Benny Goodman, Perry that the Indies will be shelved but
Como. Al Jolson, Kate Smit h, they are fearing for the worst in
Frank Sinatra, Rudy Vallee, and in the starting stage. However
Paul Whiteman. An imposing lot just why Record Industry Associto say the least.
ation of America is cool to the plan
The original awards made last is not known. In the meantime the
week to kick off the big show did lcitations are here although only
not carry approval of the entire-'one wing of the industry ssill
record industry. There were many ;share in the glory.

awards setup. Classification Is
best recording artists of all time.

so they say
By AL MONROE

New Discovery To Use
Lurlean Hunter Art
To Help Build Name

CORDIE KING, who is to be married to Sammy Davis, Jr.,..thie
Fall was quite an asset to "clot.
ing of season- program in Atlantis
City this year. Cordie was a guest
model on "float" that toured the
city as part of annual "Miss America" pageant.

Godot With
O'Neal To
Broadway
NEW YORK — Frederick Cre
Neal and Mantan Moreland are
scheduled for top roles when
"Waiting For Godot" comes to
Broadway with an all-Negro cast
this Fall.
Samuel Beckett's play was produced last April by Michael Myerberg who will also produce it
with the all-colored cast Nov. 11.
Myerberg refused to reveal whero
he would stage the tragi-comedy
explaining that he could not name
the Broadway theater until the atti action now playing announces
its closing date.
O'Neal will play the part of
Pozzo, the role Kurt Kaznar played last season while Moreland
will be Gogo, Bert Lahr's role.

LENA HORNE
! COAST TO COAST record set- (Marx program 'tother night you
tart include Nat King Cole (Hol- must have realized how old the
lywood) and
HARRY
BELA- repeater was. — JOE SPOKE
FONTE IN a Chicago hotel. — ABOUT owning part of the Moulin
INCIDENTLY both artists shat- Rouge hotel in Las Vegas, closed
RCA-Victor in a move hoped to through all those mediums. In fact
tered their own records, set at for more than a year now, — 1
build its subsidiary. "Vik" has it was an appearance on TV that
previous appearances respective- AND JUST THINK, prior to those
switched song-star Lurlean Hunter gained her the really big break.
ly. — LENA HORNE who arrives spoken words by the ex-champ !
She n as rushed to New York
over to the latter label.
back in the States Saturday WAS OUR NEXT SEAT neighbor had
The idea struck after Lurlean's ,early this year for an appearance
NOTIFIED at airport. in Europe been arguing that program was
latest album "Lonesome Gals on Dave Garroway's show, "Tothat her services WERE DESIR- coming in "live." — AMONG HAPLurlean," passed the 100,000 sales i day" and back to Chicago for a
ED for two television programs PY greeters at ship that brought
; mark. The album was released Ilike appearance two nights later.
as guest star Sun. Sept, 23. — Grace Kelly and Prince Rainier
Victor, realizing it had a real star
several months ago.
MISS HORNE not knowing her to U. S. was SEPIA HOUSE-servPARIS — Lena Horne, one of Miss Horne told reporters that Her opening at the Sands in Las 1 Ben Rosner, formerly with the on .its hand began publicizing the
manager's plans for next few days ant (of Grace's family in Philly) the big attractions
to hit this city 1 she will have a two weeks rest. .s
Veepgta.s30
(.1.1SA) is Sunday night,'parent company has been trying artist and in no time at all she was
was unable to accept either, pre- who had been brought along for 1 in recent yesrs is all
set to quit 1
;to bring Miss Hunter under the a national heroine,
tering to await her arrival in the occasion.
Lurlean will make several more RED DEVIL WITH EAGLES
France
L'.
the
S.
for
where
shelasasassmis
s_
enlin111111111111iniuntille1111111111iilf
w
The recording session was a sort subsidiary label since he moved
New York before making a deis due to land Saturday. Miss
manager several albums for Vik. many of them new '
over
sales
as
rush
act
eision.
hy
of
They
RCA-Victor.
IP' YOU HAVE ANY
WHEN LILLIAN Armstrong, Horne, who
Ethel Waters
DURHAM, N. C.—George 'Bucks
will land in New York,
per- tunes she has been using since
much
gonnectioo with gospel music or first wife of Louis Satchmo, ap" plan an album of Horne hits for months ago. After
reaching the present "dome" of eye" Alexander, halfback on Herconfirmed reports that she will
To
Appear
succeed
suasion
On
he
ed
in
singers
early release and wanted to get
contact
TELE-SONG- pears in concert in Chicago Sun.
spend a few weeks home and then
arranging the switch. Rosner was entertainment. A Chicago girl, man Riddick's North Carolina cola
Radio Sunday
SERVICE, 9s Halsey street, NewSept. 23 she will be accompanigoing immediately. Earlier they
set
sail
Las
for
k'egas
where
responsible for Miss Hunter join- Lurlean now belongs to New York, lege football team, comes front
she
ark, N. J. — WHEN PRESIDENT ed by two musicians who played
planned to await her return to
The
great
is
to
blues
open
singer
at
the
Sands
Ethel
She
hotel.
ing
the RCA-Victor family. Sev- California and rather frankly the Salisbury, N. C., where he played
Eisenhower fa away from Wash- with the old combo that featurthe States but later decided
nation, since her records are best with the J. C. Price high school
ington there is always a copy of ed both Lil and Satehmo. — , may accept a pair of TV dates in Waters, The Four Lads,. vocal against that order of things. The eral months ago after listening to
"Red Devil" gridders.
sellers every‘s here.
meantime,
I
the
however.
sing
Chicago
in
nightery
a
iher
latest Nat King Cole album among THE CURRENT JATP Normaa
group. F. Hugh Herbert, play- discery wants to have the album
Miss Horne has been a sensation'
;Rosner induced RCA to grab off
his personal things. — ALBUM Grans has on tour (in Chicago
%Tight and author of "Kiss and on record store shelves before the
the star. The company has profitWAS A GIFT sent the President Sept. 29) boasts the finest group over here, both in Paris and Lon- t Tell" and
-The Little Hut," and , Thanksgiving holidays set in.
I
don.
Her
appearances
ed through the association as Lurhave
meant
by Cole's Chicago publicity agent. of artists ever to make the AnnNorman Granz, promoter of jazz
The album will be an LP of
- BOTH MRS. EISENHOWER nal
jaunt. — ELLA
FITZ- packed houses with thousands be- festivals, will get together on some dozen songs, most of them lean's records have been best sellers.
and the President are Nat King GERALD. Dizzy Gillespie and ing turned away. Many came to
CBS Radio's "Mitch Miller oldies that have already reached
Miss Hunter is well known to TV,
Cole fans,
many other names are included hear her sing, others appeared as Show"
Sept. 23 at 7:05-8:00 p.m. the hit parade. Others are new radio and juke box fans. She has
•• •
much interested in her beauty as
in the - package." — A MAID
tunes, those used over here during been heard and well received
her talents. The gal is terrific- EDT.
AVERELL SHAW nha appear- IN home of a Georgia family
the star's stay at Olympia where
ally
popular
over
here
just
as
she
tells
one
this
in
a
letter
to
this
'ed at Chicago's Blue Note cafe
stuiiiiii1111111111111111111I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 she was a rasin success.
desk: - MR. AND
MRS. ?? is in America.
' was bassist with Louis "SatchProof
of
her
were looking at Frankie Laine's
outstanding popular'nio" when the combo ParticiPatGY JOHNSON
TV show along with their two ity came last week when, after
'ed In making the pis, "High
refusing
children
a
when
holdover
Ella
Fitzgerald
engagement
' Society." — LENA HORNE and
THOSE OF YOU who have won-j good seller as the lyrics seem to
came on as guest star. THEY Charlie Parker, and Max Reach.
' Eartha Kitt will be in Las Vegas
dered
about the whereabouts of express the thoughts of some of
DIDN'T TURN the program off she agreed to record for RCAsame time. — LENA AT SANDS
Earl "Fatha" Him% can get a our town's quiet gentlemen.
as
Victor.
they
usually
do
in
cases
of
News
of her appearance
and La Kitt at nearby El RanFolks are talking about the
pretty good line on him lrom the
interracial scenes but decided at recording studios here spread
cho, two of town's major hotels.
swank lounge called Peacock Alletter:
following
to
lease
like
it
on
SINCE
wild
no
fire.
Negro
,So
when the star
— BOTH DUKE ELLINGTON
ley in St. Louis; which reminds
"Dear Ziggy:
male
nas involved. — BUT arrived some 5,000 admirers stood '
' and Lionel Hampton signed e.
me there is a spot slated to open
successful
une
celebrated
a
"Earl
WHEN the two (Ella and Frank: outside the studios. in the lobby
pealed dates with hotels they
year engagement at the Hang-in our town with the same idea.
'played in Las Vegas recently. lei became too chummy on the of the building and on the street.
La Vern looking good on the Ed
NEW YORK—(ANP)— Earl Hy- over Club, here in San Francisco,
show, singing to one another I The jam of autograph hounds
— BOTH WILL tour Europe beMacKenzie show. Her new tune
man,
fresh
every
from
triumphs
Biz
summer
practically
SRO
doing
an
they couldn't stand it any long- and admirers was so great
'fore the reapeters. however. —
the
in Shakespearian roles at Stria. nite. He has his own radio show "('ant Lose You Enough" was
er. WHAM. ow went the TV all police had to lake over. The
' T-BONE WALKER told by sevstreets
ford,
Connecticut, opened at the called the Earl "Falba" . Hines dedicated to a young stranger.
the
to
displeasure
of the young- around the building were roped off
eral Idlewild vacationers that
Phoenix
Theatre in support of the Show. every Saturday afternoon. Watch him, Al .reen.
sters. — I
WAS
PEEKING and uniformed police, some sevElvis Presley is stealing the
brilliant Irish actress Siebhan Mc- from 3 p. m. to 4 p. m. over
Dancer Lester Goodman writes
through the door but jumped eral hundred,
'Walker style and mannerisims
set up a barrier to
broadcasts
Kenna
in
KCBS,
George
also
every
Atlantic City that all is well
from
Bernard
Shaw's
back
uhen
the
missus
came my permit her to enter the
'shrugged his shoulders and restudios. •
"Saint Joan."
Saturday nite from the Hangover and he saw Casablanca and many
a% a s — AND YOU SHOULD " This
plied "More Passer to the guy
was the same situation as
This is a distinct honor 1 0 r Club fromm 11 to 11:30 p.
of 'our' town's handsome gentlehave seen the expression on her
for receiving more applause than
maintained at the Olympia theatre
Scatterbrain
CLEVELAND'
Hyman
S
was
who
fast
I
is
gaining
men.
recogface
when
she
came into the
'I was ever able to get for same
where she last appeared and renition as one of the outstanding a ringsider the night they put the
Four Tops making a mad dash
kitchen."
work.' — DOROTHY DONEGAN
fused to accept a holdoser engageperformers of the day. Two other show to bed in Idlewild and his from Idlewild and the Club Fiesta
is back along nightery stem in
ment.
equally brilliant stars whose race; Mark II got hi into and fro quite to Columbus, Ga. They'll just love
New York and wowing patrons.
has proven small handicap — nicely. Al Williams sporting his them down
there . . . Charles
— SHE WAS A SOCK here in
11 1101111,111111111111111111111111111111111111
Frank Silvera. constantly in as. Mark II got him to and fro quite Aiken dancers moving into MemChicago over past several weeks
mand both on stage and in the pearing at the State Fair. Partner phis for two weeks.
when she appeared in seserai
Frankie Laine's
Prince Spencer says "cars are too
Freddie Guinyard remarking:
movies: and Fred O'Neal.
hot spots. — EARL"FATHA
TV Spotlights
much trouble when you want to "The 31ontell Stewart', lime a
HINES is plasing dates on West
Ellci Fitzgerald
get somewhere quick, fly." avon• nice picture of you, but if sou has*
Coast and doubling on radio
A Swiss colony in New Glarus, Wonder if he has ever ridden with any new ones send them one. I
I NEW YORK — (ANP)
ow Sept. 21
with his ON ft morning shoss.
Ella
Wisconsin, is a center for the Sonny Stinson?
didn't quite go for the bell bottom
'Fitzgerald, song stylist par exPRESS AGENTS for Clyde Mcmanufacture of Swiss cheese in 83
Charles'
Ray
new
tune
pants
you were wearing." (I just
"Leave,
Jack
Dempsey.
Carmen alcRae cellence: the Four Lads. popular
Phatter say his latest disc is bet•
factories.
My Woman Alone" should be a hale that man).
ter than "Treasure Of Love" but and student talent from the Uni- recording artists: comic Bernie
salesmen disagree. —THEY versity of Indiana will he among West. and Tony Travers, a new
POINT OUT that "Treasure" still the feature guests on CBS Radio's singing find, were Frankie Laine's
outsells anything ever done by "Robert Q Lewis Show" during guests on "F'rankie Laine Time,"
the ex-soldier-musician. — IN- the week of Sept. 17-21 at 8:00- on CBS Television.
-SIDERS STILL insist in planning , 8:30 p.m.. EDT.
Miss Fitzgerald sang -Beauti- MACE0 PINKARD and
wife Ed- pose as they prepare another
a center aisle trip for Billy Ward,
Friday Sept. 21 • Jazz singer ful Friendship" and 'It's De Lovena, are shown in a uharacteristic composition for the music world.
boss of the
Carmen
McRae will be feature ly." and then joined host FranOrioles. — ONLY I
THING THEY name a pair tine guest. Members of the regular kie Lame in a special rendition
•
t cast will give Robert
ones as the future Mrs ward.
Q. Lewis of "You're the Top."
What ABOUT IT BILLY' — IF helpful advice on how to move
11111111111111V
YOU HEARD Joe Louis on Groucho to his new ioartment.
By T. SHERMAN HENDERSON association with three of the great- Barnet.
assembled—Duke
lie has worked with trombonist
LOS ANGELES—Bewildered? So est bands ever
was I when I first saw and heard Ellington, Count Basic and Charlie Vic Dickenson, and ,has been accompanist for such lop entertain.
the Chico Hamilton outfit. Cello,
ers as Lena Horne. 13aiy Holidrums, guitar, bass, and the great
day, Harry Belafonte, Sammy
jazz flute doubling on clarinet and
Davis, Jr., and Bilty Eckstine.
tenor. The cellist (also a concert
Chico recalls pleasant associations
pianist) doubles tastefully on a
with three musical "Gerry's" Wilswinging piano at Strollers Club, in
son.
Wiggins and Mulligan (Chico
Long Beach just outside of L. A.
was the original drummer with the
Forestorn "Chico" Hamilton is
Mulligan Quartet.)
la native Californian. He was born
LAGOS. Nigeria — (ANP) — round We wwdows to have a pc' p pcuplt sipped v.ith their feet on
Chico's work with the famous
lin Los Angeles on September 21,
Arkansas born -baritone singer at one of the world's great ban- the floor of the hail. When hei
Gerry Mulligan Qutirtet first
DOUGLAS
"I'm
are
Disillusioned,"
By
LARRY
"You're
1921. Young Chico was first imWilliam Warfield stormed Nigeria tone singers.
finished the piece. cheers rebrought him international recogShalt Not Gone,Steal" pressed by the great Duke
last week when he gave the secEningWarfield sang many pieces from ' sounded from the crowd that was
NEW YORK — Maceo Pinkard. %
nition. His recordings with his own
ou
"
1
Yh
effit
vire
'
i;oS
Real
tillie
orchestra
ton
of the thirties, snd
ond of his performances in the the classical works of Mozart and being cortsolled by the police
trio re-affirmed his position among
out' famed ASCAP composer of such Baby, 'Bout You."
its drummer Sonny Greer, who becountry in the school hall of King's Handel to Negro spirituals,
side the hall.
jazzdom's really original drumMaceo, who has his own firm, came a major influence
all time hits and standards like
college, Race course road. Lagos.
when
The highlight of the performance
mers.
After the performance, W'arfield
publisher
is
of
four
the
named
••Sweet
Georgia Brown," "Them
Chico began studying music. AnProminent among those who was reached when Dr. Otto Herz, was the guest at a cocktail
Now the new Chico Hamilton
party
a/wive,
other drummer to whom he Is inwatched the two hour performance piano accompanist to Warfield. in. arranged by Miss Ayo Vaughan,
Quintet
is establishing him with a
a Thar Eyes:, "Sugar,- "Here
The $3500000 a year ASCAP debted is Jo Jones, who was
was the governor general of Ni- troduced the old spiritual "Ride nursing sister attached to the gen- Comes The Show Boat" and
for
new. audience. Chico is reaching
"Gimd
composer
is
'spired
in
his
bust'
many years with Count Basic's
geria. Sir James Robertson and on, King Jesus.- arranged by Hall eral hospital. Lagos. There he
beyond the hard core of jazz enme A little Kiss. wilt Ya, Huh?"' fleas by his wife Edna, who is band.
four federal ministers.
Johnson. In a rich vibrating ban- was presented to the chairman of has done it again only four ways
thusiasts
with his quintet, and is a
secretary to the Pinkard Puhli- Chico began playing professionMany who muld not get reserved tone voice. Warfieid carried the the Lagos Town Council, Adeyemi
true showman, and is making in.
this time by having four popular rations, Inc: and who is also an ally during the early forties.
His
tickets to go into the hall gathered whole crowd akay and many Lawson.
roads on popular music rs have
and hit tunes, all at unc time. They ASCAP writer in her own rights. career has been high-lighted
by his
CHICO HAMILTON
Brubeck, Baker and Mulligan.

Lena Horne Enroute Home
From Europe With Honors
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Carmen McRae
On R.Q.Lewis

Sh

Pinkard, Famed
William Warfield Triumphs Composer, Still
Before Throng In Nigeria Turning 'Em Out

Chico Hamilton Musk Fine
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Saxton Changes Style; Loses On TKO
Southern Unwraps
Hopes in 3 Backs

DEFENDER
Set., Sept. 22, 1956
There were 40 million airlinall
passengers in the U. S. in 1955.
The U. S. aircraft carrier Saratoga is the sixth naval vessel to
bear the name.

Bas oWins
Welter Title
Back In 9th

By S. W. AUSTIN

BATON ROUGE, La. — An alert
squad, with tremendous weight,
SYRACUSt. N. I -• tANP)—
plus an abundant supply of reAn attempt lc beat Carmen Baserves forms the backbone of
silic) at his own game backfired
Southern university's Jaguar Cals,
for Johnny Saxton last week. He
was knocked out by Basilio in 1:31 .
after rounding out their first week
tiund of their schedof the ninth ,
of practice.
bout.
round
15
uled
Headed by 36 veteran gruiders
Defending the welterweight title
land further fortified by an equal
he regained last March 14, Sax- 1
number of newcomers, the Cats
ton surprised a sellout ringside
pranced through light c on t act
crowd of 8.116 in the War Medrills the first three days a n d
morial auditorium here and mu then intensified the sessions with
lions others who saw the fight on!
rough work by the week's end.
television, by waging into his harNeither the rains nor the resultopponent at the opening bell! ••
dy
ing soft underfoot which greeted
and trading punches freely. He at- l
the Jaguars in the initial days of
tempted to stay on top of Basilic)!
the concentrated practice, seemand smother rums punches. but the
ed to hamper Southern's preparastrategy proved his undoing.
tion for the rugged, 10-game card
•1
!
CUTS SAXTON'S LIP
beginning with Texas Southern,
I
•
to
fighting
finding
*lie
Basilica
onetime victor over the Jaguars
. .'„,:ifo44116Slie5”trAtla& ,...4 : •
his liking, fired away at Saxton's i ,.
in the past decade.
body with punishing blows which
OPTIMISM RUNS HIGH
lip had been cut severely in
ninth round, a few seconds
BEGINNING OF TIIE END—
left the former New York orphan
stopped
punt
bout
was
(right)
Basilio
before
Carmen
the
the seventh round, and was
Gloomy • pre-season r eport s
boy groggy as early as the fourth
bleeding freely.
which stated that many positions
by Referee .11 Berls. Saaton'a
mels Johnny Saxton in t Ii e
round.
were questionable have somewhat
clipped
SaxIn that frame. he
reversed themselves. An air of exton with a long right to the jaw '
trema optimism now hovers over es.
IP
i,
which knocked him hack on his
the Cats' camp since the local ROBERT RYLAND goes high in heels,
handlers unwrapped three classy the air to return a shot from the
lie switched his attack to the
signal-callers who are competing net of Leo inderson, during
a head and cut Saxton's lip in the
TOLEDO. Ohio — Don New-! to-1. 11-inning struggle over the; tinue breathing down the necks of
for the quarterback slot. It was trio-city tourney in Chicago.
Ry-i seventh round. From that point
front-running M i I w a u k e 0
i
ary
victory of the sea- New York Giants. and a gamethe
combe's 2rd
Also noted that the coaches have land, national ATA
champion,1 onward. Johnny was in constant
son was a big one. It was a 3- I he Dodgers needed badly to con. ; Braves.
adequate material to plug t h e won the match.
6-3, 7.5. Chicago trouble
In
The reason: The Braves h a d
opening caused by the departing
won the tourney.
the fifth, Saxton, sensing his
I been shut out, 5 to 0, by Sad
Jaguars of last year.
tried to revert back to
is
I mtake.
Sam Jones ot the Chicago Cubs,
Despite the unusual large numusual
stab-and-run style. But
3 I and the Dodgers had lost the first
ber of aspirants, every gridder is
by then it was too late. Basilio's
game of a double header with the
given an equal opportunity to
body blows had taken their toll
eii e S,,
. Giants, 6 to 2. Later, the CM.
make the starting eleven, but the
and Johnny was a sitting thick for
; cinnati Redlegs dropped a 1-to-0
players who show that they can
Carmen, hooks and uppercuts.
I
I decision to the St Louis Cardie
play consistently both on the deThe end (lime early in the
Cgs1400040
. ! 1 mils. These developments tighten.
fense and on the offense will cerIse"
tnni n tphr.0t;JeoeIti nbniss•, btaryd il tylg desIs1ipo'atwealys i
' ed the NL race further.
tainly get the nod for opening ascut
signments.
BIGGEST DODGER WINNER
Fans
Tried To Please The
nailed with a long right to the 1
Newcombe became the biggest
A.
W.
Coach
Mumford,
with
an
MONEY MONTGOMERY —
running, kicking and passing.
taw. Staggering tinder the impact ;
,
.nv Brooklyn Dodger pitching winner
increased
coaching
a
n
d
staff
crowh,
As a freshman he paced the
One of the reasons North Caroof the punch, he grabbed weak-; Carmen •Basilio has fought more welters. He regained
- since Dazzy Vance bagged 28 in
with the expected number of new
Eagles to the team's first CIAA
20 times in Syracuse and beating Saxton decisively in Syra- 1924. He gave the Giants
than
'
lv
at
the
top
strand
of
the
ropes'
lina college's quarterback is
showed
6 hit.
his
arrivals,
pleasant
ap•
title, and repeated as a sopho.
and tried to maneuverout of trou- ; has been beaten only once. That cusc last Wednesday. night. lie left and walked none. Sandy Amoros
proval with brief smiles and the
called "money" is because he
superiority
his
about
no
doubt
more. NCC was third In his
Wedlast
prior
record
to
n
w
e
as
s
da
hy
is
walked in the 11th and came home
LINCOLN UNIVERSITY, Pa. — ble. But Basile) was on top of
statement that most of the gridIs a key figure in the dollar
over the former welterweight king. when Carl Furillo
junior year, and he's anxious
night.
hit his 18th
den of the defending champions With the withdrawal of A r m y him with flaring fists, scoring with
making department and he ofto end his collegiate career
But his record remains unsull-; Saxton. swayed by the boos that horne run.
reported in unusually good physj. Chemical from its schedule, I.in- lefts and rights to the head. As
ten does his own engraving of
tactics
in
followed
hit-and-run
his
with conference and national
In the first game, Willie Mays
cal condition, which permits t h e coin university will play only sev- Saxton backed away, Basilio fore- led (except for the one defeat)
currency with his versatile
laurels,
ed him into a neutral corner and before the hometown fans. Car- ; the Chicago bout, and, at the starred, hitting his 28t h and
speeding up of the rough work; en games this gridiron season.
men scored a ninth round techni- same time hoping to win the ap- nth home runs, and driving in
: without wading through the usual! The Lions first home game will bombed him from all angles.
sv.....a. ' conditioning period.
.•4,;•.
cal knockout over Johnny Saxton , proval of the Syracuse fans,
i be on Oct. 20 with Delaware State. REFEREE HALTS BOUT
. three runs. Mays had hit 8 of
.,.
1They will open the season on Sept. Saxton sagged under the attack of New York to regain the welter- changed his style. in the early his last 10 homers against the
es • Asps
s'H-e ADD THREE AIDES
.%,̀.t. ::::.•
i 29 against Johnson C. Smith. 0th- and was careening along t h • weight title he lost to Johnny jo rounds of the bruising battle.
> ' :...'
Dodgers.
A shot in the arm, four doses
stadium last March.
, Instead of resorting to his jiber home games are scheduled for ropes when Referee Al Berl step- 1 C...cagn
hi
He also gave the Burn s trnable
strong and a note that another Oct. 27 and Nov. 10
I Basile" and his handler, blast- bing and counter punching. Sax- In Saturday's game, getting three
when the Ped in and halted the bout.
injection maybe forthcoming, was Lions will meet
Hampton a n cl.
h
Saxton's ill-fated gamble indicat- ed the official decision that follow- ! ton elected to become the aggres-liss,
driving in a run, stealing a
given the coaching stet of South-1 Shaw elevens
respectively. Home- ed the impact upon him of persis- ed the Chicago bout, which was ' sor and exchange punches with the base and scoring a run.
The nodeern university, when Athletic Di- coming will be observed
on Oct. 27. tent puhl demand that he stand unanimous in Saxton's favor.(ar- ! rugged and powerful Basilin. It era won, however, with
rector and Head Football Coach.
Charlie
Completing the Lions' schedule up and fight.
men called it a "hometown deck was during this time that Basilio Neal getting a pinch triple to set
•;- A. W. Mumford, announced that
are games with Virginia II n i 0 n
i
m
p
r
o
loudly
c
sion''
1
a
After
to
the
and
ed
blows
bruising
Saxton
ripped
home
defeated Basilic) in
up the winning run. A pair of hits
the Jaguar Cats' aides would be (Oct.
- greatly increased. Mumford said (Nov. 13), St. Paul's Polytechnic Chicago march is to rega in the against it. His remarks were echo- body, several times sinking a left by Jackie Robinson also figured in
3). and Howard university, title he had lost to Tony DeMareo, ed by Some of the eastern writ- hook to the pit of Saxton's sto- the
scoring.
that the quartet is the probable (Nov. 22).
he was roundly criticzed for "run- ere who viewed the bout from mach, hlows that were damaging
In blanking the Braves, AIM
answer to his already busy staff
Coach Bob Gardner, the Lions' ning away" from Carmen.
Horse Racing
! in effect.
Saxton the safety of a television.
rGaeisneed
problems, now carried on by Rob- mentor, will be
league-leading
assisted this year said then that he was not inter-' While nursing his anger Baeillol Saxton returned to hls old style
out totalnah to 1148.
len. H. Lee, Horace Moody end by stellar athlete Bob Smith, a
Ernie
04f8.
:
he
cuhBanks
hasdt1.five lk
1953
ested in figatina Basilin's fight. vowed he would never fight in after the fourth round, but the
Raker
SWAPS, NASI{L'A, Needles, 13, an English knight. Eclipse was !Robert Smith. veterans of 14, eight graduate of Lincoln university.
A pre-fight favorite at 7 to 5, Chicago again.
; damage had been done. Basilio hits. Baker getting three,
Swoon's Son and other top horses a direct descendent of the Darlev. and . seven years
.
. respectively. They are pinning their hopes for Saxton weighed 145
his statement wasn't of had taken the speed out of SaxBut
.
,
3-4
pounds
the
Heading
to
On the following afternoon.
list
Bell,
is
James
names
to
race
are familiar
track
The famous Eclipse was foaled
a fairly good season on six varsity Basilio's 146
earth -shaking proportions. T h a ton's legs and arms, and the de- Banks got another pair
1-4.
of hits as
goers and to the general public, in 1764 by the Duke of Cumber- former luminary of Lincoln uni- men: Linesmen Richard L e C.
COLLECTS $7s,nee
Chicago stadium is still staging fending champion was an easy the Cubs beat the Braves,
2 to 1,
some of which places a bet now land. He ran in 26 races and verses, of Pennsylvania, who re- Toughkenamon. Pa.; George Neal,
Saxton received 40 percent or fights under the supervision of the target for the challenger's punch- for the fifth straight loss
e as Spring.
Christina. Del.; James S m it la
by the
and then. perhaps on the Kentucky matches and was never beaten. He ported
, The remaining three are a II Washington. Pa.; and Addison Tal- about $75,000 from the combined International Boxing club, the den- es.
league leaders.
Derby or the American Derby and sired 344 winners.
Saxton probably realizes n o w 'AARON
'Southern
stars 'of s'esteryears and iaferro, Springfield, Mass.; a n d gate and television-radio poll. Ba- izens of Skid Row are as blase
HOLDS LEAD
that is sum to.al of their wagering. The early race horse courses
silio netted $37.500. Total gate re- as ever, and the Chicago river, that you don't map out battle straAt week's end, Hank Aaron held
However it may be, we find, were four miles long The first cir- two were on Southern's dream quarterbacks Robert Robinson, zripts
changed
was
fans,
has
to
its
flow
course
fight
please
$134.000.
to
tegy
The
TV-radio
. squad, which carved grid history, Long Branch, N. J. and Theoa very tenuous bulge in his hatthat whether one is a close follow- cular track in the world was built
' But from a comfortable seat he- tie for the
when the Jaguars set a record of dore Ellis, Norristown, Pa., a re- deal brought in an additional into Lake Michigan.
National League bat.
er of the nags (those that worry in America. The Dutch in N e w
$74,000.
Now it probably would have fore the television it looked like
38 games without a defeat.
turning CO.
ting championship. With his .323
their brains out over the form Amsterdam, New York, held the
assistance
different
Saxton
of
needed
a
little
been
if
the
Basilio
a
l
sail
Saxton
he
will utilize his
Prominently among the trio is
average, Aaron held only a 4-point
sheets) or belongs to the crowd of first horse racing in America. The
90-day option for a return bout had lost his bid to defeat Saxton ! pair of horse shoes in his gloves
margin on his closest competitor,
the "once in a while" bettors, few first organized race course in Robert Holder, a recent recipi•
included in last week's fight con- and regain the welterweight ' to beat Basilin last Wednesday
Three other regular tan NL
jer the history of horse racing. Americawas in Pennsylvania, em of the masters degree, who
Brooding over his mistake, crown. He would have been eager ' night. No feather punching could players
replaces
Hower)
Green,
and
has
were among the first ten
a little research work on "Bull Rock" was the first blooded
to meet Johnny anywhere and any have turned hack Carmen an d batters
said:
percentage wise. Roberto
the matter, we find that Thotmes race horse in America. Ile was the distinction o; having played
•
time.
"I
golden
tried
him
of
I
denied
chance
the
fight
to
the
fans' fight
Clemente, Pittsburgh, was batting
I of the 18th Egyptian dynasty brought to VA•ginia from England his entire college grid career withBut Resilio is again king of the regaining the welterweight crown. , .308;
out being in a losing battle. He RALEIGH, N.C. — The Shaw uni- They don't want you to run."
Banks, .302, and Junior (lihad a "racing horse" named the in 1730. As early as 1881, Iroquois, captained
Southern's conference versity Bears, molders of a 4-24 Then he added: "I want another
ham se the Dodgers. .300.
Arab. Also that King Solomon an American horse won the Eng- and
Seat
Hot
The
Grumbling
On
fight
with
Basilio. I'll do a lot
national championship squad record last year, will play a nine
Frank Robinson, the young mat.
bought race horses in Egypt, pay- lish derby and the St. Ledger, two of 1930.
it seems test a short time ago buried beneath the Louisiana av- fielder for the Cincinnati Bedlam
game slate this year, according to better next time. I've got the right
ing as high as 83,000 each — and of England's biggest racing events
to
a
rubber
match
."
All • American Odie Posey,
. a a recent release issued by the
si
of power and destruction. Was pressing Duke Snider of
• that Eddie Robinson and his gal.I alaehe
that was one thousand years bethe
e .,
.
Basilio said. "Certainly he can; loping Grambling Tigers were be- Coach A. H. Mumford at South- Dodgers
newcomer as a coach, but with 'school's athletic department.
for home run leadership.
fore the birth of Christ. And anFOR YOUR NOTE BOOK: Au- an old
have
the
shot.
name
that is truly out- The Bears will open their scheI mg acclaimed the champions of ern has his eyes on a successful Snider had 36, Robinson, 37. Rob.
other also is that thorobred racing gust Belmont, the New York milstanding in grid history, led the en- dule on Sept. 22. at Washington,
all they surveyed from a fullback's season, and will get a severe test bison continued to lead in rune
horses of today can trace their lionaire, was co-builder of t h e
tire
ancestry back to THREE horses. famous Belmont Park .. . "Wish- yardsnation in rushing with 1399 D. C., when they clash with the Virginia State, Elizabeth city, ; post behind a towering line that when his Jaguar Cats tangle with scored, (111),
in 1949 and was a major Howard university Bisons, and Smith, North Carolina. Bluefield, hit with tremendous power from Texas Southern. In addition, the
Aaron and his teammate, Bill
The three are "Darley's Arabian," ing Ring" paid $1,213 on a one dol- point-getter,
then follow with Si, Augustine's, Lincoln and Maryland State.
I a single wing.
; Cats tangle with Florida.
Bruton, were tied hi the number
the "Byerly Turk" and the "Gol- lar bet on June 17, 1912
a
But that was almost a year ago, '' Howard Gentry will he getting of doubles (13). may, hag now
ophin Arabian." progenitors of ''condition race" is one which coin...m. 4.
and now Robinson and many of , his first test as top coach at Ten- stolen 13 bases, 14 higher than Gilthe "Eclipse," the "Matchem" and peting horses have been automaticcomeyear.
ham,
those same players are girding for neTsesneneesSsteaetel
ally penalized or have obtained althislost
rack plaattw
hehoAtil
l League, Hai,another start down the championGOLOPHIN'S Arabian was the lowances by previous successes or
ship lane. And there are many crs, and Gentry will have the rid- ry Simpson of the Kansas City
first blooded horse to be brought failures . . . A "handicap'' is a
m As was third in Rills 06 awe
who believe the Tigers will move ficu lt job of rebuilding his tea.
into France. That was in 1620 and race in which the weights are fixed
The Tennessee leant faces a Larry Doby oi the Chicago White
unmolested to another championbefore his stud value was known, by a man known as the "handicap=Iciho
Sox, fifth (88).
ship.
he was a dray horse and w e n t per" . . . The rider is known as
rit1"1;aiiheatVicisrilr,c rt'ial(;iiihorde
Grambling
lost
Willie
The
brutal
blind from
treatment. Byer- the jockey. Jockey comes from
pillar!: bling, Southern, Langston, a n d
abnyd
ly Turk was ridden in the battle the word "Jock," a Scotch meanMaryland State, CIAA champions.
warts by giMaTniantioLnce,but7
*le Boyne by Sir George Byer- ing for "John."
Gentry has a rugged assignment. _ _
son has a flock of reserves who
Bill Bell at North Carolina A Ac
are seaxoned by experience.
Further, he has a backfield of T• Eddie Hurt at Morgan, and a
such familiar names as Edward number of others arc also gunMurray, Leon Gafford, F o s t e r ning for the title now held tight- net
Wheeler, Paul green, Fred Kirk- ly by Gramtjling. And each has a U
patrick, Dorth Blade, G e o r g e tough road to travel before reach- BROOKLYN —
Brooklyn DMmg the objective.
'
Johnson, and Levi Washington.
I gers star infielder Jackie Robinson
On the line he has some battle;
and Lew Burdette, Milwaukee
scarred veterans who can make igi•
Braves pitcher, shook hands anti
HAMPTON, Va. — Coach Harry; mend Ormsby, tackle, Torrington,
life miserable for5 the opposition A
made up last week spelling the
Jefferson said today that he ex-I Conn Frank Smith. center Rich.
•
end to a two-week feud between
, on any given aftefnoon or evening. Capt. Joe Dixon, a 2 8pects to have a heavier, stronger mend Va.; James Foster, end,
them.
pound guard •yho thrives on rough
line on this year's team.
Orange, New Jersey; and Willie
"It was all a misunderstanding,"
.
e
—
Si'thousand
Miss
JACKSON
,
play; Ronnie Mushatt. ;.Alvin RIThe basis of this belief is the McGhee. guard. Washington, D. C.
g said the veteran Brooklyn ctitr. "ft
b
for
i
tickets
the
advance
fine showing made in practice sea- Coach Jefferson , and backfield
chardson. Theodore Williams, and
game'' went on sale Wednesday, I was wrong, I apologize."
,
sions by veteran linemen George Coach, Jimmy "Little Train" Gritother husky's who can punch il according to members of the joint The feud was an outgrowth of
Brown, a leading candidate for all fin are haying difficulty raplacing
hole in the opposition's line big Alcorn A&M college-Jackson Stat. en incident reversely in a MilweiCIAA honors; Sanford W i I s on; 1955 stars Fletcher Battle, Robert
enough to drive a big t mu e k college athletic committee
kee-Dodger game that found Btu%
Clemmie Stray horn and Clyde Crawford and Dick Clary in the
through.
,
dette
The
the
between
game
riding Robinson. Burdett*
annual
Clack, outstanding tackle in 1955 Pirate backfield. However, certain
The Tiger may have his tail twn institutions has generally mused the ferns "watermelon" and
who has been shifted to end to veterans and freshmen are show.;
twisted before the season is over, been looked upon as the big game Robinson interpre:ast it as a racial
help fill in gaps caused by the ing well in pre-season sessions.
hut it will require a strong and because of its appeal to sporta slur and Immediately challenged
*
I
f three regular ends — Jesse
Alphonso Charles, Walter Mc.
cagy trainer to do it.
; lover-. ir, this section of the cour-; the Milwaukee hurler.
l
head, John Harris and Wil. Key and Allred Smith are contendJake Gaither has been a dlr. try and the friendly rivalre exult- 1 "We met in the runway began
PACKERS
I.Jm Dudley.
VISITING
—
When
week, Ralph Gholston (left)
ing for the opening quarterback
Mrs. Katie Humphrey. instrucagreeable person since the Gram- mg between students and alum-Oho game last Tuesday night and
linemen who h a v e slot. Charles was second- - string
age Nate Borden (second from
the Green Bay Packers playtor, and Melvin Groomes, as
hung
Ming tornado blew into Miami last ni of the' two colleges.
! got it an straightened out," Relooked good in training are James performer on last year's t e a m.
ed an exhibition game against
right), former players at the
sistant Aggle football coach
December and swept his Rattlers 1 Something new ha' been a'01 binson said.
Harrison. tackle, from Las Cruces, Smith is returning to the position
the Washington Redskins in
University of Indiana, visited
and formerly with the Univer. , into oblivion. In the intervening 1 this season. Person,: purchasing Jackie added* "Ile told ma
he
New Mexico: Thomas Ttribinsnn; he played In 1954 after spending 1 Hinston.Salem, N. C., 1 a st
Alta college in Greensboro,
sity of Indiana.
, months he has been charting pkans tickets for the Oct. 13 clash boy 11d, referring to my weight. 1111
guard. Washington, D. C.; Ray- la season at fullback.
N. C., and were greeted by
i to regain the prestige that was, a specific seat for the game.
jI was wrong I's sorry." ,

Newk's23rd vctory
Was Big One
i

••••

Lincoln Pins
Hopes n
Varsity Vets

,his

• DliSS'COR NEF..

Shaw Bears Playtract.
A Nine-Game
i
Slate :;axton

••

Hampton Expects,
Big, Strong Line

Robinson And
Burdeffe End
'amend Feud

iger-Braves Game
Tickets Go On Sale

,
14
,
••
11.
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Booker T. Washington

Wonder High Moves
Into 1956 Program

.

By DE ARMY BAILEY

'Bland, Walter Roberts, Alexantler James, James Batts, H.
From the hallways of Booker T. Massey, Isadore Davis, Alvan
Washington to the fields of vicWatts, Maxine Thomas, Mae
tory, we will fight for the green
therine Holson, Daisy Cromp, Wiland gold we love from now to ii
Mary Eaves, Paul
lam Peppers, n
eternity. We will meet the fields '
Burrows, Betty Jo King, Louise
undefeated and will be the city's
! Johnson, Robert Harper, 0 d e II
champs. That is the song of all the
Smith, Charles Brown, Wayne
true Washingtonians. It has the
Strong, Columbus Liggins, R o b.
spirit of not only juniors Sand senert Drinkwater, Nathan Woods,
iors but also the freshmen and
Johny Saulsberry, Alfred, Charles
sophs.

School is well underway at Dear coming activities. Your reporter
"Ole" Wonder High school. Hun- says, "Better watch the Seniors."
dreds of students have enrolled
The Wonder High school faculty
with many more to enter before takes this time to thank from the
1957. Wonder high school and the bottom of our hearts, the HulPLATTER PARTY
West Memphis community wel- bert-West Memphis School DisThe Platter Party just takes
comes the following new teachers , trict for the hearty dinner preover
on Thursday nights. It used
hospitali
the
ty of o u
to enjoy
pared for us during the Pre-School
to be that all the crowd would
homes, churches and community 1 Conference.
turn out to the Ace on that night
for the year 1956-57.
but now the platter party has them
FOOTBALL SQUAD
Miss Margaret Roper and Mrs.
all. They are Charlie Taylor,
The
football
squad proudly
Arzola Quinn, 3rd Grade; Mrs.
Charles Hale, James Vinson, MaxBetty Spicer and Mrs. Ezzie Scott, boasts the following students for
ine Anderson, Charles Moore,
4th Grade; Mrs. Xania Strong, 5th the year. From the Senior class,
Donnie
McKissie, Hambone, DayGrade; Edgar Cole, History and Charles Whitehead, Wilbur Cumid Lewis, George Johnson, Charles!
mings,
Sonny
Bateman
TOUCHD
Junior
;
OWN
BOUND
Director
with
Band
; Ernest Smith, sciof Hot Springs, Ark., is quarging passes hurled by Harden,
Gray, King Fields, Shirley Mortwo conversions picked up.
the last of Melrose s seven
terback Steve Harden, No. 25.
ence and mathematics; Santee class, Henry Mabry, Carl Adams,
and Albert Wilson and James
rison, Columbus Echols, Lavo- ,
Last
year
Langston
broke a
Gholston, Mathematics; Miss Ma- James Battkes, Thurman Harri- TD's that gave them a 44 to
Calvin Moore picked up four
Armour picked up the other
nia Summerise, Donald Counts,
Melrose victory string nearly
son,
Leon
victory
Hines,
0
Joe
oser
Langston
Louis
High
Harris,
touchdowns, two of them lugtie Coleman, bead of the English
two. Aaron Hackett made the
Charles Green, Doll Baby, Bilfour years long.
Robert "Chicken" Willis, Co-Capdepartment.
lie
Jenkins, J J a in e s Weahers,
tain, David Dickson, Horace Fra1956 ACTIVITIES
Paul Kirk, Arthur Fisher, St.
zier, James Patton, John E. JohnPlans for the 1956 school year son
!Clair Alexander, Anna Goodman,
and Henry Smith; Sophoinclude Homecoming activities,
George Shivers, Charlene Carruthmore clas s, James "Shortie"
annual Queen Drive which culmi- Williams
ers, David Turners, Leroy, Bar, James Gordon, Leroy
nates Oct. 25, home room pro- Jackson,
bara Washington, Shirley Jones,
Jessie Mile s, RooseFour Chicago health authorities Barbara Hentz, Emma Jenison,
grams, and the district New Homevelt Harper, Harry Smith and
will address the annual Mississippi Howard Ivory, Mary Williams,
Makers of America meeting to be Melvin Dickson;
Freshman class,
MECINO CHOICE
. Calvin Code, Marvin and Melvin
held at Wonder High school in Curtis
Valley Conference on Tuberculosis
Mayhoe and Melvin ColeBy MABEL B. CROOKS
(Ohio) Stadium between halves, all other activities until the
Walker.
December.
alker,
Hogan,
Jack
Barbara
JefLeeper,
,Albert,
Williams, Arsik
group
the Mississippi Valley Truman. James is the mighty capwhen the Browns open the league! takes the October weekend
iferson, Warren Bland, Robert Yar- and Charlie Fisher.
All work is now being centered tain. The coaching staff includes
off for ,deau Society
NASHVILLE — Registration and
when they convene brough, Terill Harris, Charles
season there against the New York ; the Cleveland trip.
around bringing home all of the "Hank" Delaney
A FORM OF IT
in Detroit, Oct. 11-13.
and Nathaniel studies have ended strenuous prac- Giants the second Sunday in
'Green, Rozelle Hughes, Pudding
OcThe "new sound' developed by
lit place ribbons from the County Morris.
Records have it that the Washtice schedules for Teunessee tober. A group of talented major- Director
Fair to be held Sept. 20-22, at MaGreer is a feature of the
ington
Warriors lost the game last
cheer
State's
100-piece
thg
victory,
To
"new
boys
the
sound"
to
ettes
trained
in the pageantry idea university's marching band. An
rion, Ark.
Friday night that they played in
mighty, mighty pep squad says marching band preparing for its of precision-type dance routine innovation in
percussion, the inWith the rush of seasonal activi- "Go Lions Go."
Pine Bluff Ark., against Merill
Mrs. Morris and New York Giants-Cleveland will be a feature. According to struments featured
in th,is "sound"
ties such as football, the band and Miss Macie Coleman are t
high. But that is the records.
Browns
football
game
appearance Tennessee State's public relations! are the Scotch bass
h e
drum and the
majorettes, led by Miss Delores sponsors
Speaking in the form of fairness
. The girls include Fred- ! Oct. 14.
director, Dr. William L. Crump,1 tenor and snare drums.
ConsiderMays and Edgar Cole. are on the estine, Toddy Charleeta, Fannie,
they didn't lose.
1 This Nashville university aggre- much of this half-time perform- ed one of the best-equipped in the
march again. The Junior MajoretThey played with all the dignity,
Jo Ann, Annie Jean, Frankie, Al- gation, directed by Frank T. Greer ance will be televised and broad-' country, this band
not only has
tes led by Sandra Crawford and berta, Annie Ruth,
honor and fairness of the fine
Ora B. Betty !assisted by Arceo Francisco, has cast coast to coast.
been an ideal instrument of goodsportsman yet they were constant- '
Ella Jean Fitzgerald are waiting Joe and Nina Clara.
Classes begin Monday, Sept. 24.
I accepted an invitation to perform
ly
being penalized while the opto march the Wonder High school
will,
but
also
has
earned a repuL. R. Jackson, principal,
a 15-minute show in Cleveland for these young musicians who put1
ponents got away with murder in
band and the team on to victory.
in a week of grueling rehearsals tation around the nation that has
a form of speaking. There were
Other Majorettes include Georgia
prior to the opening of school. proved a public relations asset to
about five touchdowns taken from
Shelton, Docey And Maudine MitStudies now will take priority over the school.
the team and the time C. C.
chell, Bobbie Cooper, Dorothy
Morgan had a clear way to the
Northern, Mattie Parker, Jeanette
goal line and one of the men jumpHolmes, Sojourner Curtis, Dorised up off the bench and tackled
tene Turner, Ouita Harris, Jerline
By CLAUDIA MARIE IVY
him and the score didn't count. But
Amities will soon be visited by
Jones, Jerline Smith, Bobbie
Merill High supposed to have won,
that generous fellow, -Dr. Stork."
Owens, Dorothy Weston, Wanda
Hello, I am very happy to inyes they won alright.
and Lavern Crawford, Beatrice form you that I'll keep you This will be the first time for the
Bradies and third for the JohnFOOTBA
LL SCHEDULE
Banks and Willie Mae Davis.
(my loyal readers) posted on the
Friday, Sept. 21, Washington
The Senior Majorettes say they latest happenings and events sons. We do hope they will rejoin
St. Augustine; Thursday, Octo
are going to step higher than ever around the campus for the year our faculty afterwards.
ber 4, Washington vs. Douglass; •
this year because the competition of 1956-57 and I do hope you'll '1956-57' CONVENTION
Revenge came easy to Melrose ing Melrose just two extra points
Friday, October 19, Washington
Is getting keen. These charming . enjoy reading my column.
Wednesday, Sept. 12, was Elec- Thursday night as they drubbed to go with its seven touchdowns.
vs. Hamilton; Friday, Oct. 26, t
coeds are Rose Robinson, Helen! Tuesday, Sept. 11, the faculty tion day of candidates for presiden Langston High of Hot Springs 44 WILLIAM MISSED
t
Washington vs. Manassas; Fri1-by, Henrietta Person, Coma Mae , and student body of Douglass and vice president of the Student to 0 to square things with the Spa Last year William Harden,
day Nov. 2, Washington vs. Mel- '
Collins, Willie Ann Allen, Maxine ' were assembled together for the Council. The student body and ad- team which last season snapped a who shared quarterback chores
rose
Poster, Patsy Robinson, Jeweline first time this school term. The visors of the Student Council feel string of victories nearly four years with Steven Harden, his brother,
ELVIS PRESLEY AT SCHOOL
Robinson and Yvonne Jenkins. ' assembly was for the purpose of that since this is the Election long for the Golden Wildcats.
did most of the extra-point kickAn (imaginary) Elvis Presley
Coach Joe Westbrooks' team, ing. Most of the tries last night
CHAPEL PROGRAM
informing the new students of the Year, we should carry on with the
with
a goat chain around his neck
defendin
g
prep
and
state
The first chapel program for the functions of their "Newly Found election of our governorship in
champs were by passing or running.
upset the school last week with
year was presented by the senior Love," Douglass High' school. All much the same way as the ma- of three years handrunning, mak- Hot Springs' vaunted backs,
his strange personality. He is from
ing its first start with a number 'Thomas Love, Ronald Crutchfield
class. The program featured new students were asked to stand jor political parties. So-B-It.
some
city up north and is attendnew
of
players
in
lineup,
the
show- and Harold Simpson, who paced
"What Wonder Hi Offers You as and after this our beloved prin- The following courteous and efing Washington this year. Crowds
Student," by Wilbur Cummings; cipal. Mr. J. D. Springer, ex- ficient young men were nominat- ed great offensive potential hut a their team to a 22-0 victory the
of students have been gathering
defense somewhat weak against week before over a team from Dal"How to make a good start in tended greetings for the faculty ed:
around
him and asking for his
passes.
las, Tex., found themselves bottled
school," by Miss "Bronze" West and student body. These greetings Maroon Ticket: Sammie Fields,
, autograph and taking pictures of
Memphis, Frankie Warren; A were accepted in a short but elo- vice pres. 55-57; Sydney Bowen; Calvin Moore, who in a d e up most of the night.
; him.
duet, by Leotis Woods and J. L. quent speech by Charles Lewis, , White Ticket: Walter Bankhead, four of Melrose's seven touchTOP STUDENT
Washington. Sponsors of the sen- a former student of Hyde Park :Ralph Prater; Independent Tick- downs, shared game hero honors
A Swiss colony in New Glarus,
"When I first started singing,"
,with
quarterb
ack
Steve
MARIAN
Harden
ANDERS
Junior
ON,
famous
high.
;
first
ior class for the year 1956-57 are
stop of an 11-week conet: Leroy Hopson, Governor JohnWisconsin, is a center for the
was written by Mecino Choice,
'who
touchdo
ran
for
operatic
wn
a
and
concontralto
, boards the
cert tour throughout Europe
Miss Delores Mays and Floyd
New teachers are Misses fix- son.
and this is the way it went.
nected on passes to Moore for two manufacture of Swiss cheese in 83
Scandinavian Airlines plane
this season.
Boyce. Junior class, Mr. and Mrs. tie Mannings and Evelyn Knox, So if you happen to
factories.
pass the of Moore's tallies.
"I first started singing in 19
for
Stockhol
*
,
m,
Sweden,
the
Nathaniel
Morris; Sophomore j Primary dept.; Mrs. Rio Rita campus before school, (8 - 8:30
while I was sitting overto a p
Halfback
James
Armour
s
and
class, Miss Macie Coleman and I Weed, libarian. and Mrs. Aubrey a. m..) during Activity Period,
house listening to a record. I
Coach "Hank- Delaney; Freshman Turner. Junior high department. 12:15-12:45, and hear the sound Albert Wilson each made one of
cided I would get me four boys
the other two TD's.
class, Mrs. T. Durley and Ernest STORK ON HIS WAY
of students beating drums, sing- THE SCORES
and sing the record. Then everySmith; Eighth grade, Mrs. Lawshe
one started calling me Golden
The faculty and student body of ing or talking louder than usual, Melrose lost no time in scoring.
and Floyd Smith; Seventh grade, Douglass
Voice. After that I tried my luck
regret the loss of 'two please don't be alarmed because 'Taking the ball on Langston's 45
Mrs. L. K. Shivers and Edgar very
at the Handy Amateur and won
efficient teachers. Mrs. 0. it's only the candidates and their after the Spa squad failed, as they ,
Cole.
first prize. Then we moved to
B. Johnson (Emma Tom) of the party demonstrations,
did
night, to get any place,
News has been buzzing around as'Commer
Houston, Tex., and while there I
Harden
ce department and Mrs. FORMER STUDENTS ‘1SIT
I
whipped
a
25
yard
pass
to
.
to who will be Miss Wonder High Mildred J. Brady.
sang at difierent clubs. The only
of the Primary
The faculty and student body of Moore who gathered it in on the
School and reign over the Home- department, These
trouble is I had a holdback. I was
young ladies' Douglass were honored to have 2w0aya.nd ran the remainder of the
"Northern NAACP members The case is now being appealed
three of their very distinguished
last November because he persist- young and I had to go to schooL •
former graduates speak to the as- Hot Springs fumbled on their must take up the burden that in the Alabama Supreme Court ed in trying to register and vote, Then in 1956 we moved back to
sembly Thursday, Sept. 13, 1956. own 37 to set up the next score for southern members cannot carry" and NAACP attorneys plan to take shared the platform with Mitchell. Memphis, and that was when I
met my good friend Dick (Cane)
They are: E. Bell, Class of 52-53; ; the Maroon and Cold. After get- and must get extra memberships lt to the Supreme Court if the The 66-year-old businessman
is Cole who told me he
would like
S. Robinson. 52-53, graduates of.ting down to the 10, Armour and extra contributions to take decision is •upheld.
touring
the
country
helping
to reTenn. A&I State university. and scampered around end for the the place of those in Mississippi
Mitchell said that "Louisiana cruit new members in the NAACP. to help me and that is exactly
and Alabama where the NAACP
what he did.
Alphonso Smith, Class of 54-55, a score.
has put a pistol to the heads of
Willoughby Abner. president of ! "One day Dick called
is
being banned,
me and
The final score of the first
sophomore at Fisk university. They
leaders in the form of court ac- the Chicago Branch.
reviewed told me to come down to the, staThis blunt warning of the criti- lion halting our activities" a n d some
spoke in three parts on the sub- quarter when took a punt on the
of the work of the local tion, that he had wrote
a sonk for
ject of "The Importance of Basic 45 and waded on a couple of cal nature of the effort to drive that similar action is taking
chapter.
me and the name of it was "Tothe
plays
fighting
to the 22 from which point
organization under- place in Mississippi and other
Courses or Subjects in Your PresThis includes a survey of the night." Since then I have been
ent Curriculum." They all stress- Moore raced over the goal line. • ground in the South was sounded parts of the South.
Chicago public schools which he doing pretty good. I have anon'
ed the tact that we should get the Aaron Hackett, fullback, went last Friday evening by Clarence
The NAACP leader blasted both said will be made public
before song coming out soon that
most out of mathematics and Eng- over tackle for the extra point, Mitchell at a membership kick-off major partes
for failure to pass the end of the year and the
rally of the Chicago branch at pilfight Cane is writing, and I believe (Ii t
lish as they are indespensable the first made thus far.
strong civil rights planks and ac- to halt plans for a
segregated with the help of the Cane and volt
parts of our lives. If there are Wilson went ten yards for the grim Baptist church.
cused the Democratic platform ! high school for Negro
children of wonderful peopte I will make it,
any subjects in which you must first score in the second quarter
Mitchell, who is the director of writers of placating the terrorist
Both Speeds,45 and 78
s! Robbins, Ill., which is being built for deep down in my heart singing
Lake more interest and study more after Langston lost a fumble there. the Washington Bureau of t h e in the South
by deliberately re- in Blue Island. Abner said that
ne- ,is my life."
diligently, they are mathematics With just time for one play in NAACP, made his observations as fusing to use language
condemn- gotiations to stop the move thus
the second quarter. Harden un- he told of the increasingly heavier ing
and English.
violence. He said that Repub- far have reached a
stalemate.
Hope you've enjoyed my first corked a long pass to Moore who legal load which the association is licans have become lost in equivoOn other matters, the local
hauled
it
in
on
the
and
20
went having to assume in the schools cations when asked what
"chat" with you, so until next
they will branch reported
that it conducted
de-segregation crisis.
week I'll leave you with this on to score.
! do to support the Supreme Court. a
three months "Bundles for the
Melrose
opened
the
third
with
He
cited
as an example the ban- 1 He urged Negro voters to
thought: If it be possible, as
be
much as lieth in you, live peace- a touchdown drive which ended ning of the organization in Ala- !"grimly realistic about what to South Campaign" and sent a total
of $65.000 worth of food and clothwith going over from the six. The bama where a state judge levied
ably with all men.
expect from the leaders of the ing
and cash to Mississippi. The
Open Each Day 10:00 a.m. To 9:00 p.m.
final score was Harden's 12-yard a fine of $100,000 on the associa- major
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
parties."
association also sent $5,000 to the
swing around his rig.ht end. Hack- tion for refusal to surrender the
Gus Courts, the former Belzoni,
306 Poplar at Lauderdat•
Montgomery Improvement Assoett went over for the extra, -'iv- membership rolls.
Miss, grocer who was shot
Phone JA 5-6348
ciation and $2,500 to the National
office.
Next To Warner Theatre)

Detroit To Host
State's 'New Sound'Band Readies 800
TB Experts
For Giants-Browns Football Stint
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Me/rose Gets Revenge
rom Spa Team, 44-0

•

Dixie War On NAACP
Shifts Burden To North

We Have All The
"HIT RECORDS"
Popular, Rock-and-Roll
RHYTHM AND BLUES

BOB NEAL'S
Record Shop

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

50 South Main Street

103 PROOF CAVALIER

Phone JA. 5-3156

Starts Sunday! 3 Big Days!
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spaticc cave comments

COMPLETES TRAINING — Second Lt. Jesse L. Wilson, son of
Mrs. Lucinda F. Wilson, of 1301
Hemlock it., Memphis, recently
completed the advanced observer
intercept training program at
James Connally Air Force Base,
Waco, Texas. Students in this
program receive adssnced triming in B-25 aircraft, leading to
specialization in all-weather jet Interceptors. Lt. Wilson attended
Tennessee university in Na.h‘illei
prior to entering the scrvice in
1954.
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M-G-M's Pulite . From
the Amazing lite.Inspired Story!

—111 BEEN LUCKY

This 103 Proof Cavalier is t1.1e latest Vodka
sensation ... it's the Prool that's changing
the vogue in Vodka drinks! Your favorite
Martini recipe may call for 5 parts Vodka to
1 part Dry Vermouth but, whatever the robe,
Stir with Cavalier and notice the difference!
Smoother, Testier, Cavalier Vodka ... in the
c,
1,c 'r.bloon V" bottle. Try it today!

"SOMEBODY
17IERE
LIKES ME"
PAUL

PIER

NEWMAN.ANGELI
c.

.,sricon as

cigo•

tedian

CAVALIER

Sal
Eileen
Everett
SLOANE • HECKARI I4 MINE°
v• ERNEST LEHMAN

irktmit• mow
• ,Wmal I, CHARLES SCHNEE
w ROBERT WISE'

1114=-"

DDIfA

the great AmericanV

moue° altOst smutic.si• otaisi • 103 Mos • CONTINENTAL DISTILLING CORPORATION • PHILADELPHIA. PA.

ROW GRAZIANO •

COMING WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY?
William Holden - Deborah Kau

THE PROUD AND PROFANE

•
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Stork Stops
Williams. of :033 Melrose.
Bon At John Gaston Hospital '20 Beans Alley,
Saxton Lelee Cartwright, a son,
a
Robinson.
Mature
Victor
NM
IL
!SEPTEMBER
Kathy Yvonne Fleming, a daugh- son. to Mr. snd Mrs. Louis Rob- to Mr. and His. Saxton Cartwright
of 2597
Mrs. George inson, of 225 Dixie rd.
ter, to Mr. and
!tickle Mae Tyson, a daughAudrey 11Lehelle Jefferson, a
Fleming, of 742 Robeson.
Donald Jenious, a son. Doris daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Ray-1 ter. to Mr. and Mrs. Richard TyJenious, a daughter. (twins) to ford E. Jefferson of 848 Poplar.1 son of 649 S. Fourth.
Mars Doris Cumgan, a daughMr. and Mrs. Thurston Jealous, Ivory Joe Windless, a son. to
Mr. and Mrs Johnnie Windless, of ter. to Mr. and Mrs Joe Cumgan.
of 1610 Preston.
of 517 Carpnter.
Clestine Moore, a daughter, 984 Lane
Sheila Denise Jones a daugh- SEPTEMBER 11, 1956
Geraldine Moore, a daughter, to
Belinda Gail Jeffries. a daughMr. and Mrs Joe Moore, of 2985 ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Aaron E.
ter. to Mr. .,tul Mrs. Hayes JefJones, of 1372 Kerr.
Dunn
James A. Timmons, jr a son, fries. of 370 Mitchell rd.
Carol Ann Pochnetz, a daughFred Martin a son. to Mr. and
ter. Carolyn Poelinetz, a daughter,. to Mr. and Mrs. James A. TimMrs. Jesse Martin, of 851 Pento Mr. and Mrs. Julius Poelinetz.' mons, of 4595 Benjestown rd.
Byron L nn Burks a son, to! dleton.
of 3021 Shannon.
and Mrs. Collin Burks. of 1152' A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Mr.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. George
Monger, of 530 Peebles rd.
Charlotte.
E.
Lauderdale.
S.
1559
of
Pettis,
Barbara Lewis Yarbrough, a
to
daughter.
a
Turner,
Ethel
Nataline Pella Robinson. a
daughter. to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mr. and Mrs. James L. Turner,
L. Yarbrough. ot 3616 Democrat
of 4.7 Peoples rd.
Robinson, of 335 Vance.
Road,
1956
12,
SEPTEMBER
Barbara Ann Seymour, a daughShirley Ann Payne, a (laugh-, Valerie Nadine Wive, a daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Seyter, to :Mr. and Mrs. Sanders ter. to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Whye,
mour, of 2958 Broad.
of 1718 State.
Joyce Marie Spicer, a daugh- Payne, of 702 Thomas.
Rex Marshall Kilpatrick. a son,
a
Brown,
Dewayne
irck
Sed)
Spicter, to Mr. and Mrs. Tannet
to Mr. and Mrs. Bishop Kilpatrick,
Brown,
Elton
Mrs.
and
Mr.
to
son,
er, of 559 Crump.
of 1565 Dianne Circle W.
Booker T. Craig. jr., a son, to of 1539 Raytown.
Joyce Ann Baldwin, a dalighMr.
to
son,
a
Person,
Jerome
Mr. and Mrs. Booker T. Craig,
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bald1154
of
Person.
Charles
Mrs.
and
of 2304 Douglas.
win, of 914 Texas, .
Jeffery Lee Whitaker, a son.) Wilson.
Gary Wayne Batts, a son, to
daugha
Buntyn,
Tarese
Danette
to Mr. and Mrs. Odell Whitaker,i
Nepoliam Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Batts, of
Mrs.
and
Mr.
to
ter,
of 1449 Caradine.
1 3016 Crystal.
Reginald
Dwayno Goodall, a1 Buntyn, of 555 Marble.
Dorothy Ann Hughes, a daugha
Wilson,
Carolyn Delores
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Goodto Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hughes,
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. John ter,
all, of 2651 Spottswood.
of 1094 Grant.
Josephine.
807
of
Wilson,
Gregory Spncer Jackson, a son,
Freddie Jean Hobbs, a daughGail Renee Bishop. a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Jackter, to Mr. and Mrs. Fred A.
Bishop,
Henry
to
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Circle.
Kellner
son, of 1771
Hobbs, of 2086 Arlington at.
Kathy Rejean White, a daugh- of 1052 Delmar.
Sandra Robinson, a daughter, ,
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Hayfield
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Robinson,
White, of 1947 Ilubert.
Woodie Daniel, jr., a son, to of 266 W. Norwood.
Pamela Denise Smith, a (laugh- I
Mr. and Mrs. Woodie Daniel, of
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Smith, S•
2108 Stovall.
Bell, a of 333 St. Paul.
Lineatha
Valencia
Reda Fay Riley, a daughter,
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Riley,
L. Bell, of 1308 Adelaide.
Invade
of 555 N Seventh.
SEPTEMBER 9, 1951
to
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — (ANp) —
daughter,
a
Hoskins.
Carolyn
Cassandra Ann Sermons, a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Isaiah Mr. and Mrs. William Hoskins, of History is preparing to repeat itself for the third time as the Fisk
31 Faye.
Sermons, of 1237 Smith.
Ronald Lee Johnson, a son, to university Jubilee singers prepare
James Edward Gipson, jr., a
son, to Mr. and Mrs. James E. Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Johnson, of 853 for their fortiicoming concert tour
of nine European countries this
Jackson.
Gipson, of 1292 Emerson.
Alton Suthers, a son, to Mr. fall — and Europe is awaiting
Junior High school. (LouisCedric Lasha Gwynn, a son, to
is Leon Wilson. In.the bottom
ing the head of a classmate
ilk Defender photos by Frank
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Gwynn, of and Mrs. John A. Slithers, of 1146 them.
right photo, John Green is inwere Douglass Elementary
Seventeen young artists, like
Lou is v ille.
Stanley, jr.
4437 Hornlake rd.
troducing himself to Virginia
school pupils (bottom photo)
the
group that went in the 1940's,
1956
13,
SEPTEMBER
son,
a
Taylor,
Downing,
Henry
Robert
Catherine
and
MarMiles
Martha Greenfield and
Jerome Robin, a son, to Mr. will sail from New York on Sept.
to Mr. and Mrs. Napoleon Taylor,
both new corners to Manley
jorie Crigger. The classmate
and Mrs. William L. Rubin, of 22.
of 1060 N. Dunlap.
Spottswood.
2658
Mrs.
and
Mr.
to
daughter,
A
Mary Ann Lewis, a daughter, to
Fletcher Ellis, of 1492 N. Second.
Willie James Lewis, a son, Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Lewis, of 2188
to Mr. and Mrs. Warren A. Lew- Stovall.
Shirley Ann Thompson, a daughis, of 1411 Auston
Derek Eugene Wright, a son, to ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert ATLANTA, Ga. — Atlanta uniMr. and Mrs, Alvesta Wright, of Thompson, of 2350 Brooklyn.
versity has received grants from
Deborah Lynn Williamson, a the National Institute of Mental
945
Peach.
Trust and obey
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Roy daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Health and from the United States
When you put your whole trust
Williamson, of 453 Lipford.
Mayes, of 2230 Derby pl.
Department of Health Welfare and
R.
in your Savior.
Alfred Earl Burchett, a son, to Education for scholarships in the
Sandra Fay Foster, a daughHe will guide and protect you each tor, to Mr. and Mrs Paul Foster, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Borchelt, of School of Social Work, totalling
day;
93 D McDowell.
$58.500.
of 341 Simpson,
From the snares and the pit-falls Cynthia Dianne Stevenson, a
Robert Earl Warner, a son, to
around you,
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Ealy Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Warner, of A comas soldiers daily ration
And obstacles thrown In your way Stevenson. of 343 W. Fields.
1 528 Corn Cob.
of food weighs about 5 pounds. By
Sarah Elizabeth Williams,
contrast that of an average ci'You may become weak and dis- SEPTEMBER 10, 1956
Mr. and Mrs. I daughter, to 71r. and Mrs. Edward vilian weighs only 3 pounds
to
daughter,
A
couraged,
Adolph Booth, of 1320 Hyde Park.
As all of us many times do
Gregory Lynn Collier, a son, to
Just take on new faith in that Mr. and MN. Henry Collier, of
Pilot
131 N. Barksdale.
He will surely carry you through.
Beverly Ann Marion, a daughThere's no other friend like your ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
Marion, of 745 Alston.
Savior
Finds Healing Substance That Does Both—
Betty Jean Simpson, a daughHe has His eye always on you:
T.
Willie
Mrs.
and
Mr.
to
ter,
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Just trust Him and you're sure
Simpson, of 659 Mosby.
to conquer
problem!" And among these sof.1
New York, N. Y. (Special) —
.Gainst harmful things others Gary Curry, a son, to Mr. For the first time science has
ferers were a very wide variety
and Mrs. John Curry, of 885 Au- found a new healing substance
of hemorrhoid conditions,some of
might do.
10 to 20 years' standing.
with the astonishing ability to
All this, without the use
Just put your whole heart in your
Renee Blaine, a daughter. shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
anesthetics or astri
narcotics,
surgery.
..without
pain
trusting
of
Blaine,
to M and Mrs. Neal
tumuiner
of any kind. The secret ist
gents
after
ease
hemorrhoid
one
In
You'll have happiness all the way 433 S. Lauderdale.
a new healing substance (Bic..-1
another,"very striking improveleadership in the fight against
CITED BY MASONS — Basil
long
Dyne•)—the discovery of&worldRuthie Lee Jones, a daughter, ment" was reported and verified
polio. Amos T. Hall, left. presiO'Connor, president of the Nafamous research institution. AlFinding kind things to do for your to Mr. and Mrs. John W. Jones,1 by doctors' observations.
dent of the conference of
ready, Bio-Dyne is in wide use;
tional Foundation for Infantneighbor,
Pain was relieved promptly.
of 712 Hernando.
for healing injured tissue on all;
pain,
relieving
Grand Masters, presented the
gently
while
And,
ile Paralysis, receives t he
And your heart will be filled with
to
daughter,
Vera Lee Taylor, a
parts of the body.
actual reduction or retraction
citation.
Prince Hall Masons of Ameria song.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson E. Taylor, (shrinking) took place.
This new healing substance le
ca Citation for his volunteer
offered in esippository or ointment
!cond.
of 904 N. S,
an—this
of
amazing
most
And
we
"Love
us
('hrist has said to
form called Preparation H.'" Ask
1 Willie Lee Reed, a son, to Mr. Improvement was maintained in
another."
for individually sealed convenient
of 822 Lane eases where doctors'observations
Reed,
Mose
Mrs.
and
Preparation H suppositories or.
1nd if we live that Golden Rule
were continued over a period of
(R).
Preparation H ointment with spi.-'
way
many months!
Deborah Ann Brooks, a daughcial applicator. Preparation H is
In fact, results were so thorWe are certain to reap a rich
sold at all drug stores.Satisfaction
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Zetner ough that sufferers were able to
harvest
guaranteed or money refunded. ,
snakesuch astonisbi ngstatementa
Brooks, of 1051 Tupelo.
*Sag. 0.5.' TM, Os. I
If we only trust Him and obey.
as "Piles have ceased to be a
1954
11,
SEPTEMBER
The U. S. Department of Ag- by 13 percent.
Mrs.
and
A daughter, to Mr.
By Mrs. Mabel Kelly Wright
riculture has announced a p u rAny turkeys purchased will be
D. Lenox, of 1413 College.
chase program for turkeys in or- distributed to non-profit school (widow of the late Dr. M. M. Willie
James Henry King, jr., a son,
der to stabilize producer prices lunch and institutional programs. Wright).
to Mr. and Mrs. James H. King,
during the heavy marketing sea- Purchases will be made with secdustry in promoting increased con- of 1869 Castalia.
son for this year's record turkey tion 32 funds.
Barbara Dale Coler, a daughcrop, according to Leo W. Smith T h e Department of Agricul- sumption of turkeys during this
to Mr. and Mrs. William Colter,
supply.
abundant
of
season
distribuof the department's food
ture, "is prepared to take this
Madam Bell that you all know who stayed
tion division.
positive step to assist the turkey Detail's of the turkey purchase er, of 91 E. Utah.
at the Mississippi State line for years is
son,
a
jr.,
Parson,
Edward
Earl
within
a
announced
be
will
plan
acits
merchandising
The 1956 crop of turkeys is es- industry in
back on her own place to stay.
E.
Edward
Mrs.
and
Mr.
to
be
would
days.
Purchases
imated at about 16 percent more tivities,- Smith said. He em- few
Are you Dissatisfied with Marriage? Have
than that of 1955 and exceeds the phasized that the Department also made on an offer and acceptance Parson, of 703 McKinley.
you lost faith in your life or sweetheart?
to
daughter,
would,
a
and
be
to
limited
Brown,
basis
Laverne
with
fully
thr
1954
cooperating
in.
is
previous record production in
If any of these are your problems, come let
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Brown, of
frozen, ready-to-cook turkeys
MADAM BELL advise you at once. She reads life to you just
THE SOUTH'S ONLY NEGRO OWNED
•
as she would read an open book. She gives you your lucky
AND OPERATED GARMENT FACTORY
dates and months. Tells you why your job or business is not a
1
success. She will tell you friends and enemies a n d will call
names. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL
CHOIR
at once.

!tigers Will
Europe

rolyn Omig, Sharon Hatfield. Joyce London, Catherine
Riley and Dorothy Wimberly.
On the second row are Clara
Lockett and Senena Offutt
Male high students Pat K7ng,
Jeanett Livingston, Waldine
Anderson and David Baker
(top right) got together to
look over the schedule. Shad-

INTEGRATION AT WORK —
After the usual "hustle-bustle" of registration in Louisville, girls at Manual Junior
High flanked the outdoor stairs
(top kit photo) to exchange
greetings. Clasping the iron
railing are (f irst row) Jan
Queen Ester .Mitdiet!, Carolyn Westbrook, Ca-

irestbrook,
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Bodden & Company Tailors, Inc.
582 Vance Avenue - Memphis, Tennessee
BUDGET I
CALL US FOR FRFF DEMONSTRATION
JA. 7-5425 -- JA. 5 9508

pm5

UNITED MOTORS
EXCHANGE

1099 Union A vc

LOCATED on her own place on highway 51 North, 6 miles
north of Millington, Tennessee on the way to Covington, Tennessee, next door to Colony Night Club otherwise known as
Turf Club. Two blocks below the other reader. 5 Greyhound
buses pass daily to and from Memphis. Ask your bus driver to
put you off at Madam Bell's place. You can take the Millington
bus and get off at the post office in Millington and get a cab and
tell them to drive you to Madam Bell's place. Show your cab
driver the address.

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours: 0 a.m. to 9 p.m. Reading daily. Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters.

BE SURE TO LOOK FOR THE RIGHT SIGN
AND THE RIGHT NAME

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Frank Banks, all of your girl
friends are calling you, don't be
shy, lift up your eyes and talk
it ever with the sky.
Charles Matthews, don't ma
any harm; Robert Gates lost hi
Boosters clubs are all set te cheer fighting arm.
the rough Wildcats up.
' Look for more Hamiltonian
THE GOSSIP
i News in my next column.
Eddie Mae Willis, don't talk
'so much your devil's witch don't,
An estimated 53 per cent of all
care for such.
Odell Bennett, don't jive so high, office workers have defective eys•
'sight.
Maxine Foster might cry.

The Hamiltonian

Sat., Sept. 22, 1956

By DENVER TERRY'
Seems as though things are getting along fine around Hamilton
High school. The students seem
to be enjoying the first of the
semester and the school teachers.
The school has increased this
school term. The Hamilton High
school is pleased with their principal, Prof. H. T. Cash. Prof. Cash
is trying to make Hamilton one of
the most presentable schools in the
city-wide system.
Prof. Cash is cooperative to anything that is encouraging to the
students. The Hamilton teachers
are encouraging to the students
too. Hamilton High school has
added more new teachers to make
this season a prosperous school
MEMPHIANS ALL — These
Mrs. Joe L Thompson, of 469
Lawson, of r-611 Beak st,;
Bessie Mae Killebrew, of 354Swan st.; Thomas Jay D. Yanterm. More rooms were put on the
Hazelwood; Joseph R. Poston,
Samuel Reed, 18, son of Mrs.
22 young men are among the
H. Wellington st.; Eugene Ercey, 18, on of Mrs. Annie
school last year and the gymnasjr., 18, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Martha V. Reed, of 89 W.
vin, 18, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Rose, 169 Goebel pl.; HowBluff City boys completing
ium was, built at the same time.
Joseph Poston, Sr., of 799
Dison ave.; Floyd Mitchell,
Ezell Ervin, of 2447 Cable
ard Gibson, 18, son of Mr.
The Hamilton Newsette will be
Air Force basic training at
David; Charles E. Cox, 18,
19, son of Mrs. Pollie M. Baxare.; James Edward Sesley,
and
Mrs.
putting
Howard
out the Hamilton news at
Gibson,
of
Lackland Air Force Base, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
ter, of 3015 Yale ave.; Albert
19, son of Mrs. Mosetta Ses1332 Arkansas st.; Freddie B.
school, as soon as school gets lev"Gateway to the Air Force,"
Cox, sr., of 2'719 Supreme ave.;
L. Rush. 18, son or Mr. and
ley, of 1188 Krayer at.; John
Bell, 19, son of Mr. and Mrs.
eled off for school reporters. The
Alfred O'Neil Gross, 18, son
situated near San Antonio,
Mrs. Andrew Rush, of 942 WilS. Humphrey, 18, son of Mr.
Hamilton parties, dances and
T. Bell, of 2578 Fite rd.; Leof Mr. and Mrs. James R.
loughby street, and Benn ie
and Mrs. John S. Humphrey,
plays will be booming off soon.
von Futrell, 18, son of Mrs.
Texas. Top row, reading from
Gross, of 2568 Deadrick; Roy
Billbrew, jr., 18, son of Mr.
Some of the parties and dances
of 2106 Young ave.; Raymond
Frances Jackson, of 746 Bev.
left are: William Arthur Jay,
V. Phillips, jr., 18. son of Mrs.
and Mrs. Bennie Billbrew, sr.,
will be given at students homes
Chapple, 18, son of Mrs. Inez
at., and Roy Y. Spearman, 1819, son of Mrs. Cora Brennon,
0. Scott, of 591 Ft. Lauderof 1863 Swift. Bottom row,
and some at the school cafetorChapple, of 929-B Neptune;
year-old son of Paul H. Spearof 60 W. Illinois st.; Young
dale at.; Luther Robinson, 18,
reading from left are: Marium.
James Lewis Ward, 19, son of
man, of 981 McDowell. (Air
Fong. jr., is, son of Mr. and
CLUBS STARTING
son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
shel Killebrew, 22, son of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ward, 1150
Force Photos).
The clubs at Hamilton are getMiss Annie Mae. Tlint has entered
ting started. The clubs are the
the AM and N hollege and her
Boosters club, Hi-Y. Y-Teens, and
sister, Miss Edna Mae Flint is
Gro-Y. '"he most important organiattending school in St. Louts.
zation of the schools and country
By LOUVENIA J. CLARK
Visiting Mr. and Mrs. Will
is Parents-Teachers Association.
Bond are their nieces Mrs. Mae
This great organization is trying
' Rev. and Mrs, Donald H. Fold- Mr. and Mrs. IV. S. Suggs have Orita Wyrick and small daughter,
to stop Juvenile Delinquency and
en, of Idlewild, Mich., visited his just returned from a short visa Deborah, of Muskegon Heights,
other teen age problems of the
sister, Mrs. Lunette Johnson re- with Mr. Suggs' family in gis_ Mich. and Mrs. Mary Lee Tousant
schools of America.
cently. Rev. Folden, who is pas- bama. His sister, Mrs. Rosabel of Milwaukee, Wis.
Parents are urged to attend
Mrs. F. N. Jamison and Mrs
tor of Tabernacle AME church in Suggs, of Russelville, Ala., returnmeetings at city schools. The PTA
Idlewild, delivered the morning ed with them to spend a few days. 'Statile Crutches have just returnmembership is 25 cents for each
message at St. Luke AME church
Eugene Kirkland flew down from ed from the National Baptist
parent. The students will be given
last Sunday. His wife accompa- Chicago via Delta Airlines for a Convention held in Denver. Colo.
a slip to notify the parents when
Mrs. Ophelia Neal, who died ter of Principal and Mrs. L. R. and where meeting will be
nied him at the piano in a very two week visit with his parents, The Panels (Ennie and Albert)
held.
impressive devotional service Mr. and Mrs. Albert Kirkland. His of Chicago spent Labor Day with in her Chicago home on Sept, 1, Jackson of Wonder High in West SPORTS
preceding the sermon.
was buried Sept. 10 in the church Memphis.
sister, Miss Bernice Kirkland, their uncle, Homer Williams.
The Hamilton coach Jesse Jo• ••
cemetery of her former home,
The women of Lane Chapel who has been visiting her aunt in
Johnnie Reed, of 126 S. 13thl seph is thinking of having a JunAt that special time of day %hen
church sponsored a lovely tea Memphis, plans to return to ChiOur best wishes for a speedy Edmondson, Ark. She is the daugh- st., has returned home from De- tor High Basketball team this
Sunday afternoon at the beautiful cago with him.
recovery go to Mrs. Geneva West ter of Mrs. Mary Brown and the troit and Chicago where he visited season. The Hamilton High school you drop worries and cares ...
Bourne
late Mr. Brown, early settlers of with friends and relatives,
home oi Mr. and Mrs. Albert Par- George Williams of Chicago, son in Roy hospital.
Otis*
football team is rough and ready that's the time for Bourbon de
We toss a happy birthday hole Ed mondson.
ker. Among the many guests pres- of Mr. and Mrs. Cato Brooks, paid
'for this season. The Wildcats beat Luxe. Yes, relax de luxe ...
1,,,1 if • g
Mrs. Annie Ellis, of Madiso& a High School
ent we were happy to spot Mrs. his parents a surprise visit recent- quet to little Sylvia Inez Cobb, who She is survived by a sister, Mrs.
a.Isoo4es ffellimposi
in Helena, Ark., enjoy Bourbon de Luxe.
ave.,
and
her
two
little
grandchil- 27-0. The Wildcats quarterbacks,
Ethel Mitchell, daughter of Mr. ly. On his return Mrs. James is nine today.
Bennie Brown Taylor, principal of
dren, Pat and James Cage, jr., Calvin Boyce and Kermit
and Mrs. Jackson Patton, who Guest and her sons. William and
We should like to correct an an- the Wedlock school.
Stepter KENTUCKY'S BEST—YET COSTS NO MORE!
were Sunday evening guests of are ready to take and
is home after teaching the sum- Eddie, traveled with him as far swer made week before last.
run
that
Mrs. Neal gr
.aduated from Mother Taylor, of 210 N. 14th
mer session in Neelyville, Mo.
as St. Louis, where they plan to Mrs. Lennie Brooks, who passed
ball, with Howard Griffin snapping
Shorter
college
THE BOURBON DE LUXE COMPANY,DIVISION OF NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS
in
North
Little
st., and Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Lee it at center. Charlie Walker
The pastor and congregation of . stay awhile,
recently in Toledo. Ohio, was a
is
St. Luke AME church worshiped
Ezell Edwards of the Air Force, life-time member of Beth Salem Rock and taught several years in Parker, sr., who reside on N. 14th ready to buck through that line as CORPORATION, LOUISVILLE, KY, KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WIAKEY
—86 PROOF
Sunday night with Lane Chapel stationed at San Antonio, Texas, Missionary Baptist church instead Crittenden county public schools. st.
halfback The Prep Squad
and
CME Church. Reverend Herbert' visited recently with his mother, of First Baptist church as report- She was the first colored teacher in West Memphis. She w a s
Scott delivered the sermon with 'Mrs. Sadie Edwards.
ed.
known throughout Chicago as a
St. Luke Choir furnishing the mu- Added to the list of youngsters
sic,
going off to college this fall are . Total farm income reached its church and civic worker.
The Christian Methodist church Misses Clarice and Claudia Hughes lowest point in 1932 and 1934 in the
The annual spelling bee sponbeld its Annual Sunday School Con- and Lola Williams, who have U. S. the bottom of the depression sored by the Crittenden County
vention last week at West Helena.,entered Philander Smith college. era.
Negro teachers association will not
be held at the fair this year. Lack
of participation has been cited as
the reason by L. R. McNeil, president of the CCNTA, and Mrs. L.
Shivers, bee committee chairman.
The association will attempt to
sponsor the event later during
the year.
Funeral services for Mrs, Martha Nelson vere held last Sunday at First Baptist church in Edmondson, Ark. Mrs. Nelson died
after suffering a heart attack at
her home, 200 S. 13th st. She
leaves to mourn her loss, a twin
sister, Mrs. Mary Payne. Arrangements by Security Funeral
Home.
Miss Lula Mae Long, of 214 S.
9th st., left last Saturday morning
BIG NEWK loves his golf. He loves belting a
TIE RACK or bat rack—Don is equally at home at
baseball, too—sometimes wishes he were an
both. He's a smooth dresser—and he knows the score for St. Louis with her grandmother, Mrs. Ladlord Bennett. Miss
outfielder so he could take his licks every
on cigarettes, too. "Luckies," he says, "are the bestLong is a Wonder High grad, niece
day. He hit .359 last season.
tasting cigarette I've ever smoked!"
of Mr. and Mrs Henry Leachman.
Mrs. Dolts Walls of Memphis,
is stopping at 217 Sonth 8th st.
Miss Ora tlae Cofey. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Cofey. of
S. 10th st , has been in Denmark
for a year She is a graduate of
Lane college in Jackson, Tenn.
Miss Jacquelyn Jackson, of 632
S. 17th, left !act Satiirda
or
Pine Bluff, krk where she itegins her junior year at A. M and
N. college. Miss Jackson is daugh.
THE DODGERS' ACE PITCHER has this to say
about Luckies: "I really look foritard to coming back to the clubhouse for a Lucky. There's
a cigarette that tastes like a million bucks."
Luckies taste better because they're made of
fine tobacco—light, mild, naturally goodTo dial the number Gtandole
tasting tobacco that's TOASTED to taste
2-5099, you dial GL-2-5097 like
better. Take a page from Newk's book —try
•.
Luckies yourself. And soon!
this:
Tallahassee Fla.'s car-pool arrest cases, originally scheduled
Lift the rec:i
. aiaI
for Sept. 6, have been moved back
tone, then:
to Sept. 20.
-IT'S TOASTED"
Officials of ;he Inter-City CounAnd, dial th.
cil, Inc., sponsors of the bus boyto taste better!
letter
cott. report that an interesting deHere arc some things to
velopment regarding the car-pool
G•••
service in Memphis:
case ,- is the reaction of numerous whites to the arrests.
"A number of letters to the ed1. Effective at 1:01 next Sunda) morninc, 49.000 more
itor of the local newspaper by
telephone numbers in Memphis will be changed to include
white citizens have indicated !twit'
disapproval of the arrest and
an office name—such as GLendale, FAirfax, t
prosecution of the drivers,- says
ULysses and TUxedo--and five figures.
council officials.
BLIND LAW
Office names are abbreviated in subscribers' liNtin
"One teenager asked how the
land could apply to Negro carin the new directory. For exampl:. GLendal: 2-5,•
pools without applying to white
is listed GL-2-5099.
car-pools then went on to name
ntse'the NW,
the variaus types of car - pools
•••
To call one of the new numbers, simply dial thz first
which she knew about," they report.
TWO LETTERS of the office name and then t
FIVE
Council members saw in the
Then the flews
FIGURES, as listed in the directory.
overwhelming success of a picnic
which had members of the council
0•••
as honored guests, proof that the
1. When you give the number to the operator, or repzat it
(not the letter 0)
masses in Tallahassee are behind
to a friend, the easy way to say it is to break it up
the boycott aloverment.
like this: GLendale Two . . . Five-oh ... Nine-Nine.
Sponsored by the Women's
Mori tlge Route
Auxiliary o f New Salem Baptist
9•••
church, ihe picnic drew more
ROY FREEMAN,
than 1,500 people to Gaither Park
Division Commercial Superintendent
to eat, relax and enjoy fellowship.
th. Astor,
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Until September 23
to use the

NEW TELEPHONE
DIRECTORY

Luckies are tops with
Don Newcombe ... because

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER!

Car-Pool Case
Re-Dated In
Fla. Boycott

HOW TO DIAL
The
New Numbers

49,000 Moro Telephone Numbers with Office 7 --qs
Become, rf‘ live at 1.01 A. M. Sunday

L

5

9•••
50th School Year
6%. T. Co.

rsonucy sr

AMLIUC A'S LEADING 14ANVIACTWORIt Of CIGAZITT/SS

PRENTISS, Miss. — The Prentiss Institute began its 50th school
session recently with the enrollment of more than 700 students on
I the first day.

IJlthern Bell Telephone
and Telegraph Company

